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EDITOR’S NOTES
Don’t Let Fear Get
In Your Way

A

s I talk to people in the mortgage industry, I hear a lot
of fear. People are afraid of what the proposed January
2014 CFPB rules will mean for their profitability.
They’re also concerned about rates increasing and refinances
drying up. They’re concerned about audits and buybacks, as
well. The point is that there is a lot of uncertainty.
However, in the end, we shouldn’t let uncertainty and fear stop
us from moving forward and trying new things. I remember the
first time that I introduced my sons to tacos. They thought they
looked weird and were reluctant to try them. I forced them to
taste the taco and now they always ask for tacos at dinner time.
They love tacos. The reverse happened when I prompted my
older son to try avocados. Even after tasting it, he doesn’t like
avocados. My point is that you can never progress as a person, or
as a company, if you don’t try new things. Doing the same-old,
same-old simply won’t cut it these days.
Earlier this year Google CEO Larry Page said that technology
isn’t a zero sum game and that the focus needs to be on “building
great things that don’t exist.” He advocated that technology leaders “do something crazy” and push boundaries. “Every time we
have done something crazy we’ve pushed boundaries,” he said.
And Page was right. There’s no denying that Google is successful because it continually tries new things. Even it’s own
employees agree. According to Glassdoor, a free jobs and career community that offers the world an inside look at jobs and
companies, approximately 86 percent of Google employees are
reported to believe that the Mountain View, Calif.-headquartered
company’s business will perform better in the next six months.
Compare that to the average on Glassdoor’s online community. Covering roughly 250,000 companies listed on Glassdoor,
only 38 percent of employees think that their companies’ business outlooks will improve in the next six months. That doesn’t
mean that everything Google does is golden, just look at the
graphic. Nonetheless, if Google remained the same and resisted
change, as many lenders are right now, it wouldn’t be the company it is today. So, don’t fear the unknown, embrace it and dare
to try something new. 
6
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Your Voice

Who Wants to Be a
Mortgage Banker?
There is no problem earning a very good living in our industry.
Newcomers need to know there is a career path.

By Phil Hall

I

f statistics are any indication, the mortgage
banking job market could be seen as an
example of taking two steps forward and
one step back. According to the Mortgage
Employment Index published by the trade
journal Mortgage Daily, the industry hired
8,059 workers during the first quarter of this
year. However, 2,930 were laid off during
that quarter – with many of the layoffs coming from such major institutions as JPMorgan
Chase, Bank of America and Wells Fargo.
But within the industry, there is a sense of
optimism that many newcomers to the workforce will identify mortgage banking as an
invigorating environment to begin and grow
their professional lives.
“There is no problem earning a very good living in our industry,” says Daniel Jacobs, president of retail branching at Columbus, Ohiobased Residential Finance Corp. “Newcomers
need to know there is a career path.”

There is a sense of
optimism that many
newcomers to the
workforce will identify
mortgage banking as an
invigorating environment.
Jonathan Corr, president and chief operating officer at Pleasanton, Calif.-based Ellie
Mae, believes that the next wave of incoming
mortgage bankers will benefit from shifting
national demographics.
“Even though we’ve come down over past
few years from 69 percent ownership, the
population continues to grow,” he says. “This
8
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contributes to the idea of owning a home.”
Eddy Perez, president of Atlanta-based
Equity Loans LLC, notes that mortgage banking is attractive to new recruits because it offers
multiple opportunities for professional growth.
“A career in mortgage banking would be a
great choice for today’s college graduates, as it
can prove to be a very rewarding,” he explains.
“Forming strong, positive relationships is crucial in this business, which is largely driven by
referrals and repeat clients. Additionally, mortgage banking is not an industry where if you
have an MBA, you are automatically placed at
the mid-management level.
“It takes hard work and hands-on experience
to move up the ladder, which provides individuals with a greater opportunity to transcend in
this business based on their dedication to learning the business,” Perez adds. “Several individuals enter at the bottom as a loan origination
or on the operations side, then work their way
up. With the right approach, mortgage banking
can lead to a long, successful career.”
POSSIBLE POTHOLES
However, Perez acknowledges that the
events of the fast few years could easily sour
many potential employees from considering a
mortgage banking career.
“Recent graduates started college at the beginning of the financial crisis, so these young,
impressionable individuals have only heard
horror stories on the news for many years
now,” he says.
Jacobs agrees, noting that the industry has
yet to fully put recent history behind it.
“We’re still trying to shine a positive light
on our industry after some negative attention
with the financial crisis,” he says.
Jacobs also points to news reports from earlier this year about layoffs in the industry, adding that this could further complicate matters.
“Layoffs make it more difficult for college
graduates to get jobs in the industry,” he says.
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single-source
solution for
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and reviewing
appraisals
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A career in mortgage banking would be a great choice
for today’s college graduates, as it can prove
to be very rewarding.
“But some hiring managers take a different stance
– they don’t want the bad habits of someone with
long experience, and they would be willing try out
someone new to the field.”
And, truth be told, mortgage banking is not entirely all sunshine and lollipops. In the Third Annual
Survey of Originator Opinions released in April by
Hammerhouse LLC, a Mission Viejo, Calif.-based
recruitment firm, nearly one-third of loan originators stated that poor operations and a lack of human
capital for fulfillment was the main reason they
would consider changing their current jobs. Other
issues that were identified as contributing to an
unstable work environment were non-competitive
compensation (cited by 19% of the more than 350
loan originators surveyed), leadership issues (18%),
corporate culture (12%) and the lack of product
availability (10%).
Drew Waterhouse, managing director of
Hammerhouse, observes that 81% of the survey’s
respondents were active in the industry for more
than 10 years. Waterhouse believes this statistic
provides evidence that the industry would benefit
from a new wave of mortgage bankers.
“The sheer size of the mortgage originator responders with more than 10 years of experience
suggests a need for lenders to seek younger origination talent by developing talent in-house or through
recruitment from outside,” says Waterhouse.
ON THE JOB TRAINING
But how can lenders connect with the “younger
origination talent” that Waterhouse calls for? Some
lenders have taken a proactive approach by launching in-house programs to develop and nurture tomorrow’s mortgage bankers.
Milford, Conn.-based Total Mortgage Services
started its in-house training program earlier this
year, in which recent college graduates receive a
mixture of classroom lessons, mentoring with the
company’s seasoned professionals and three-tofour weeks in a sales capacity. For those who make
the grade, the company helps to arrange for appropriate licensing.
“Once you have been very successful, it’s almost
like running your own business,” says John Walsh,
president of Total Mortgage Services. “There is a
lot of opportunity now, and it is a perfect industry
for people who want to work hard and have great
earning potential.”
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First Guaranty Mortgage Corp. (FGMC) is running its own internship program. Andrew Peters,
CEO of the Frederick, Md.-based company, observes that the program helps to introduce collegeage individuals to all sides of the industry.
“There is an old joke that no one went to college
to be in the mortgage industry,” says Peters. “We
have four interns – two working with the secondary
market and two in servicing. This is a great opportunity for them to learn and see if this business is

where they want to be in the future.”
Chrysalis Holdings LLC, the Fulton, Md.-based
parent company of the lender NewDay USA, took
the notion of training to an even higher level in
March when it acquired Abacus Mortgage Training
and Education, a provider of NMLS-approved loan
officer training and education. The acquisition was
designed to strengthen the NewDay USA University
initiative, the company’s training program.
“We are committed to developing the industry’s
next generation of mortgage bankers,” says Rob
Posner, CEO of NewDay USA. “The university’s
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programs, which focus intensely on originations,
loan processing and underwriting, will deliver the
training that puts our professionals on the path to a
successful career.”
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKING
So where in the industry can the new mortgage
bankers settle down? Ellie Mae’s Corr believes that
the IT side of the industry should prove attractive to
today’s digitally focused college graduates
“We’re obviously in an age where everyone is
very technology driven,” he says. “There is a lot
of innovation happening in the use of different devices. This can be very attractive for newcomers to
the industry.”
Perez observes that certain markets offer new
mortgage bankers a greater chance to advance
quickly in their work.
“In residential lending, you are going to continue
to see a year over year increase in new home sales,”

he says. “According to our offices in California and
New York, there is no inventory. Therefore, homes
are bought very quickly. We will continue to see a
slight increase on home prices, along with a slow
increase in inventory.”
Perez adds that tomorrow’s mortgage bankers
may also find substantial opportunities on the servicing side of the industry.
“I consider servicing the biggest opportunity for
growth, since a lot of people now realize that the
money for the corporation and the asset that they’re
creating at the same time is very powerful for the
organization,” he continues. “Another market that
plays a big part in servicing is mortgage servicing
rights. By having a servicing portfolio, people are
interested in buying that and trading it almost right
after you sell a loan to Freddie Mac or Fannie Mae,
and that is where I have seen growth in this business that did not exist even a year ago.” 

Phil Hall is a financial journalist who previously worked as the editor of MortgageOrb, an associate editor
at the ABA Banking Journal and a columnist at Credit Union News. His writing has been published in the
New York Times, Wired and the Hartford Courant. He is also a marketing and public relations expert, an
entrepreneur and horror movie actor (yes, we’re not joking about that last bit). Lastly, as you will discover,
he is not shy about stating his views.
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Recovery Tips

Leverage Technology to Grow
To accommodate growth and deliver on the promise of
advanced technology with high service levels, we needed
to re-evaluate our technology platforms.

By Odette Marra

T

oday’s banking customers are demanding more from their banks. They want
advanced technology, mobile banking
and the ability to bank when and where they
want, but they are also tired of poor, impersonal
service currently being delivered by larger
lenders.
At Belmont Savings Bank, our strategy of
combining the same technology and services
of big banks with the service levels and local
neighborhood commitment of a community
bank has been the catalyst for our rapid growth.
We also converted from a mutual bank to a
to a stock-ownership holding company in 2011.
The additional capital raised in this effort enabled us to expand our market presence with a
focus on consumers, small businesses and commercial real estate companies.
To accommodate growth and deliver on the
promise of advanced technology with high service levels, we needed to re-evaluate our technology platforms. This included our antiquated
loan origination system (LOS) that was slated
for sunset.
Our first objective was to minimize the technology burden of supporting multiple platforms
with a large IT footprint. We wanted a solution
with a small IT footprint so that our technical
resources could be dedicated to delivering support and services to our customer base. That
meant going to a hosted solution for our lending
platform.
HOSTED - LOS
We were concerned with the upfront and
ongoing costs associated with implementing
a new loan origination platform. Hosted solutions, operate as a Software as a Service (SaaS),
enabling us to deliver its leading edge loan
origination software “on-demand” – without
the cost of deploying an expensive technology
infrastructure. A hosted solution alleviates our
investment and costs related to maintaining the
14
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LOS, hardware, operating systems, security,
backups and network operations.

Our first objective was to
minimize the technology
burden of supporting
multiple platforms with a
large IT footprint.
Hosted advantages include:
• Lower Initial Costs – We did not have to
purchase a large software license.
• Fewer Personnel – The hosted solution
reduces the need for specially trained
personnel to handle maintenance, monitoring, software updates and configuration changes. The hosted provider has a
dedicated team to handle these tasks.
• Lower Infrastructure Costs – We do not
have to store software or data files on our
hardware so investing in additional hardware (servers, routers), newer operating
systems, and database licenses (i.e. MSSQL) is no longer required. There is also
the convenience of no longer needing to
constantly backup data because storage is
the responsibility of the hosted provider.
• Secure Database Technology – The
Hosted services are certified, reliable and
secure, having received SSAE16 SOC 2
Type II Certification using industry leading security vendors that offer the most
comprehensive and most advanced security available.
• Access from Virtually Anywhere – A
Hosted LOS increases productivity and
furthers green initiatives because lendercontrolled access can be provided to
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and delivery.
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offers browser based access in
the cloud and expanded application enhancement capabilities.
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our clients and the industry forward.
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our next generation LOS. 800.460.5040 • www.mortgagebuilder.com
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Vendors often inflate their promises when they’re trying to
sell a new LOS, but the proof is in a proven track record
of actually delivering on the promise.
anyone with a device an Internet connection.
Loan officers, managers and even auditors can
access the system and monitor specified data
and reports remotely without having to physically be in the office, which saves time and the
environment.
Once the decision to go with a hosted solution
was made, we began researching possible solutions
and speaking with our peers in community banks,
all while leveraging the expertise of our senior management team.
Vendors often inflate their promises when

they’re trying to sell a new LOS, but the proof is
in a proven track record of actually delivering on
the promise, specifically to the community bank
market. The LOS vendor should be able to provide
you with an extensive list of successful community
bank implementations. Not just new sales but more
importantly, peers that are successfully running live
and lending on the proposed solution.
During our extensive due diligence process we
developed five criteria that would lead our selection
16
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process. This included:
1. Single Platform for Residential and Consumer
Lending
2. Configurability
3. Strong Compliance Support
4. Comprehensive Reporting Capabilities
5. Highly Engaging Vendor Services / Customer
Support
SINGLE PLATFORM
We looked for a lending solution that could
perform all of our consumer and mortgage lending requirements. Many of the systems available
on the market today only handle mortgage loans,
which would have required us to purchase, support,
train and maintain multiple lending systems. It was
easy for us to see that in light of today’s constantly
changing regulatory environment, it would prove to
be very costly and highly inefficient.
CONFIGURABILITY
Configurability was critical to the effectiveness
of our lending platform. We didn’t want a hardcoded system that couldn’t do anything but ‘vanilla’
lending. We discovered an LOS that employs flexible “business rules” to provide configurability and
flexibility. These business rules are easy to understand and help customize every phase of the lending process. Flexible solutions like these are able to
streamline workflow and create greater efficiencies.
More importantly, the business rules can be easily
modified as market conditions change, allowing for
faster responses.
Additionally, rules-based systems allow for easy
implementation of required fields within the lending
processes to ensure data integrity while delivering a
faster, more streamlined process for customers.
STRONG COMPLIANCE
Due to today’s regulatory lending environment,
we required the ability to easily and effectively respond to constantly changing rules and regulations.
Compliance is now a business imperative for lenders of all sizes. We were looking for a partner that
is constantly monitoring the changing regulatory
environment, including the GSEs, and delivering
solutions to help us ensure compliance.
We maintain a very vigilant perspective when it
comes to compliance and we are fully cognizant of
its potential impact on our business. Specifically,
we required an LOS provider with comprehensive
compliance expertise, specifically one that keeps

Velocify Intelligent Sales Automation. Get there 2X faster.
Mortgage lenders are in a never-ending sprint. An ultra-competitive marketplace, rapidlychanging regulations, anxious consumers racing to lock in interest rates and the daily,
high-speed pursuit of leads to feed the sales funnel. It takes more than fast feet to win this
race. You need an automated sales process, a disciplined contact strategy and the right tools
to push the needle on conversion rates.
With Velocify, you’ll get the horsepower and performance advantage you need to connect with
more qualified borrowers and get more leads across the finish line. Our customers often see
conversion rates double, and you can too.

Learn how to accelerate sales performance at
Velocify.com/tme or call 424-216-5616.
©2013 Velocify, Inc. All rights reserved.
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ahead of all regulatory actions and can deliver timely
solutions and services. Having in-depth knowledge
and working relationships with the GSEs allows the
LOS provider to deliver fully tested and approved
solutions to clients well in advance of mandated
deadlines.
COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING
It was also vital for us to have comprehensive reporting capabilities. A single, dynamic LOS platform
capitalizes on in-depth reporting that allows us to better manage our business, productivity and risk which
lowers costs, speeds up loans and makes customers
happy.
For us, the ability to centralize and simplify our
HMDA reporting capabilities was vital. This functionality simply did not exist in our previous system.
HIGHLY ENGAGING SUPPORT
Exceptional and highly engaging customer support is a vital element in our business and was a

significant factor when we chose a new LOS partner.
We searched for a vendor who had extensive experience working with community banks, and who could
deliver the same personal experience and business
expertise to our organization that we provide to our
customers.
Part of the experience requires establishing a good
working relationship with the vendor to assure the
quality of on-going service. As important as the implementation phase of a project as large and important
as an LOS replacement is, the continuity of service is
vital. Having direct access to support resources and
maintaining the vendor/client relationship are keys to
success.
The ideal solution for Belmont Savings has been
the RemoteLender LOS, supported by Specialized
Data Systems. This provides us with the same advanced technology of big banks with the local support and service that we have come to expect. 

Odette Marra has been the Director of Residential and Consumer Lending at Belmont Savings Bank since
2012. Before joining Belmont, Odette owned a compliance consulting business. As a Senior Vice President
at RBS Citizens, she played a significant role in supporting the dramatic growth and success of a $35 billion
division. She has more than 30 years of experience as a senior manager in the mortgage and consumer
lending industry.
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MARKET PULSE
Welcome To The New Age
By Katie Walley-Wiegert

B

y taking a step back to consider how much this industry has evolved, a fresh perspective on what it means
to be efﬁcient and what it will take to maintain such a
level of efﬁciency emerges. To remain successful in the eyes
of the industry, and most importantly, the CFPB, stronger
partnerships must form to understand how to work with today’s consumers.
One day my grandfather received an urgent call from our
small-town bank. According to bank records, he had overdrawn his account. He had that business day to set things
straight — spending countless hours at a table comparing his
ﬁnancial ledger to that of the bank’s. He almost lost his job,
because he really didn’t have approval to just leave the ofﬁce
that day. Luckily he was able to prove there had been some
miscalculations.
My dad told me that story when I ﬁrst joined the team at
eLynx. Having never known a time without the Internet, I
can admit it’s easy to take technological advancements for
granted. It seems like such a long time ago that consumers
were conﬁned to doing what they needed within the bank’s
working hours. As my time in this industry has increased,
I’ve only continued to admire the forward progress this industry has made under such heavy regulatory scrutiny.
Think back to an amazing evolution in ﬁnancial services
technology — a machine that allows you to get money from
your account — whenever and wherever you need it. Such
technological advancements have created invaluable avenues
for consumer empowerment. With help from the CFPB, the
pendulum will only continue to swing in their favor.
HERE’S WHERE WE ARE TODAY …
Financial institutions are continuously trying to keep up
with the myriad of current and incoming regulations. In fact,
by looking at over 3.4 million electronic and paper document
deliveries that passed through eLynx’s systems from 2009 to
2012, we can see just how expensive it’s become for banks to
run an operation. According to our data that encompasses 25
of the top 50 banks in the U.S., deliveries are up 86 percent
since RESPA took effect. We believe this to be caused by
TIL/GRE redraws. Furthermore, the number of closed loans
that require 11 or more packages during the fulﬁllment process has increased by a whopping 450 percent.
20
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Yikes. So there’s even more documentation to wade
through and prepare, and there’s often extra fees tacked on
for resends. According to conservative estimates from our
fantastic data analyst, Patrick, there’s an increased cost of
$32 per loan — assuming paper delivery.
One thing I’ve learned in my short time in this space is that

To remain successful in the eyes of
the industry, and most importantly,
the CFPB, stronger partnerships
must form to understand how to
work with today’s consumers.

this is a resilient industry. These statistics above may seem
overbearing, but they most certainly can be improved in ways
that you might not have considered.
We recently attended Harland Financial Solution’s annual
conference, interacting with many of the 1,200-plus attendees. I wasn’t personally in attendance, but when I asked my
colleagues what they were hearing from the ﬂoor it was all
efﬁciency and compliance driven.
What about the consumer experience?
From further discussions it seemed like there was a clear
separation of thought between efﬁciency-driven improvement and consumer experience. That distinction really struck
me, because I see a tightly knit correlation between the two.
Lets look at the numbers.
IMPROVING CONSUMER EXPERIENCE
IMPROVES EFFICIENCY.
eLynx has found that consumers often get stuck around
some of the complex concepts — like authenticating identity
and consenting to receive documents electronically. Having
an educated representative facilitate a consumer’s initial interaction with the process can signiﬁcantly streamline and aid

process · analytics · technology
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Genpact powers mortgage lenders with transformative
process solutions that reduce cycle times through
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reducing loan approval times and driving home
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To find out more about powering the intelligent enterprise, contact
Kathleen Garlasco at 860.653.3883.
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the success of all future deliveries,
as well how positive an experience
the consumer will have.
To receive documents, consumers must authenticate their identity.
There are many methods used for
this authentication and there are
differences between different
methods and success. You can see
the ranges of success metrics for
various methods here: 84 percent
to 88 percent success rate using
Single Sign On (SSO); 68 percent
to 73 percent using multi-factor
authentication; and 68 percent to
86 percent using Knowledge Based
Authentication (KBA). Of course,
adoption success is highly related
to training and how the authentication is implemented. Again, how
clearly these speciﬁc points are
communicated and letting the consumers know what is expected can
drive a process forward — rather
than letting it get stuck.
For consent speciﬁcally, our
experience has demonstrated that
77.1 percent of consumers respond
positively with simpliﬁed, singlepage electronic consent to disclosure language. Only 55.5 percent
of consumers tend to act, when
presented with a more complex,
multiple-page or screen electronic
consent.
I can’t iterate how critical it is for
consumers to make it through these
two areas of the process successfully. By doing so there’s a high
certainty that the consumer will
complete and review all documents
electronically. By allowing consumers real-time access to sign the
application electronically, the level
of information being presented to
the consumer is more transparent.
Any corrections needed to improve
the quality of the transactions are
addressed quickly. When consumers are offered the ability to complete a transaction electronically,
they respond 74 percent of the
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Origination and Servicing Systems

We d e l i v e r
MortgageFlex Systems became a market leader by listening to our clients. You told us what you wanted and
we delivered.
We’ve been listening for over 30 years now and the result is LoanQuest, a loan origination system that is a
culmination of best practices and modern technology. One that is flexible, secure and compliant. One that
lets you do what you do best – lend, while we take care of the technology.
Providing successful solutions takes more than just delivering a system in a new architecture. It takes experience,
knowledge, creativity, and commitment to be a long-term technology partner.
No one knows what the future will bring, but one thing is certain – MortgageFlex will be there with the solutions
you need. Call today to experience the MortgageFlex difference.

800.326.3539
www.mortgageflex.com
Transforming Mortgage Lending

jacksonville, florida

MARKET PULSE
time versus only 26 percent of the time when using paper-based
methods.
Absent some form of facilitation, successful electronic delivery averages about 48 percent, no better than the ﬂip of a coin.
But when advance communication is designed into the experience, that rate goes up to 72 percent and we’ve reported up to 90
percent delivery success in best cases.
These simple adjustments in processes can drastically improve pull-through rates as well as shave days off the overall
process. They also help relieve consumer frustrations with the
duration of the process, communication difﬁculties and areas
where an inability to understand created unpleasant experiences. While eliminating a few days from the process might not

By allowing consumers real-time
access to sign the application
electronically, the level of
information being presented to the
consumer is more transparent.

seem like a lot, by simply removing a single day, we’ve found
banks can save nearly $250K per month. In addition, a recent
survey by the Carlisle & Gallagher Consulting Group found that
one-third of consumers are willing to pay more for a simpliﬁed
consumer experience.
IT’S TIME TO COME TOGETHER.
Technology can never replace the expertise of ﬁnancial institution representatives. What I hope you’ve been able to see
through this data is that it’s really all about this synergy between
the people and the technology. That’s an intersection that hasn’t

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

always been a focus and now needs to be. To gain true efﬁciency, ﬁnancial institutions will not only have to know what
technologies and capabilities will beneﬁt consumers, but also
how consumers are using those technologies.
It’s going to take objectively looking at data to improve the
consumer experience. Don’t assume anything. According to
Foresee’s “Financial Services Benchmark” study, 65 percent of
consumers who interacted with their ﬁnancial institution on a
mobile device did so from the comfort of their own home. Only
18 percent accessed their ﬁnancial institution’s site via mobile
while out and about and a mere 12 percent accessed the mobile
site from work. Data shows that the majority of mobile use is
actually pretty stationary. Based off this data, consumers are in
fact spending more time in the home environment and are in less
of a hurry — they can handle more information in the mobile
experience than what many ﬁnancial institutions are currently
providing.
For mortgage speciﬁcally, ﬁnancial institutions must realize
that as this industry has evolved with technology, the majority
of consumers are mostly interacting with their bank through the
technologies selected to streamline and automate the process.
There must be a constant feedback loop between the technology
providers that have access to technical knowledge on platforms,
consumption trends and process roadblocks; and the ﬁnancial
institutions that have complex industry expertise and speciﬁc
strategic goals they want to reach. If that isn’t happening, then
the experience isn’t what it could be for the consumers. It’s
critical to empower consumers to navigate the mortgage process
with the necessary information and conﬁdence, because it makes
the process faster and less costly for the ﬁnancial institution.
Ultimately, ﬁnancial institutions stuck in paper have limited
access to the necessary data to improve the experience. These
institutions can’t see where their consumers are struggling, how
much time is spent completing required tasks, as well as where
and how consumers are engaging with data and documents —
all the data that the CFPB is keenly interested in and is expecting ﬁnancial institutions to be able to leverage to improve upon
today’s consumer experience. ❖

Katie Walley-Wiegert is Product Management Assistant at eLynx, supporting the productfocused management and marketing of eLynx’s solutions. She is a dedicated student
of agile development and certified in Pragmatic Marketing. As a journalism graduate
from the University of Missouri, Katie also brings a strong storytelling and editorial
mindset to her role as eLynx’s social media maven and content contributor. She can
be reached via email at kwalley-wiegert@elynx.com or follow her on her blog at www.
assistanttotheproductmanager.com.
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Get more than just eSignatures
Get results
Last Login: 5/20/13 at 9:15 a.m.

20%

Performance
Improvement

75%

Cost Savings

Customers receive and return documents
instantly, reducing the loan cycle by four
or more days and improving quality.

Electronic document exchange eliminates
paper, handling, and postage costs, while
providing a complete record.

5/12/13
5/11/13
5/10/13

100%

4/28/13
4/28/13

Compliance

4/23/13

A hands-off print and mail feature reduces
risk and ensures that customers always
receive the document.

Expedite Inbox
One Place

One Relationship

One Solution

Consumers and regulators alike
are demanding more transparency
into financial transactions. As a
single portal for documents across
products, the Inbox provides a
more personalized approach to
your consumer interactions.

You need to build trust with
consumers. The Inbox can be
branded and integrated with your
existing web portal, providing a
seamless experience for
consumers. It’s your brand they
see and learn to trust.

You don't need to develop separate
solutions to support the array of devices
your customers use. The Inbox works
with your existing infrastructure and
gives your consumers a modern web and
mobile experience they can access from
their computer, tablet, or SmartPhone.

For more information visit www.elynx.com or call 800.466.5969

Process Improvement
Are You Onboard Yet?

Now is the time to go paperless. Why is it so important right
now you might ask? Here’s why:

By Tony Garritano

I

’ve been covering the mortgage space for literally years now. More years then I care to admit
actually. However, with all of the dynamics at
play today including ever-changing regulation,
investors requiring data-driven appraisals and loan
delivery, interest rates rising to the point that lenders have to be more efﬁcient to make money, the
new borrower looking to do more and more online,
etc. I could go on and on. Now is the time to act.
So, what should lenders do exactly? “As an
industry we’ve been taking pieces of paper and
turning them into images,” notes Jeffrey Evans,
the Vice President of Product Marketing for San
Francisco-based Capsilon, a provider of cloudbased document sharing, imaging and collaboration
solutions for businesses. “But we have to really ask
ourselves: What’s on those images? What are those
little pieces of data on those images? And how do we
dive into the universe of converting documents into
data? The goal has to be automating whole processes
so that we can look into the data on those images,
such that we can evaluate the data piece by piece.”

As an industry we’ve been taking
pieces of paper and turning
them into images. But we have
to really ask ourselves: What’s on
those images?
If we’re talking about being more data driven,
Chris Anderson, the Executive Vice President
of Sales and Marketing for DocuTech Corp., a
provider of mortgage loan documents, compliance
services and technology solutions, advises, “You
need an integrated loan origination system and
imaging system to capture all the data. Where we’ve
come in terms of the evolution of paperless, is that
the paperless mortgage now includes e-delivery
and e-signature pieces to handle what goes out to
borrowers and investors electronically vs. lenders
just going paperless internally.”
Before I get ahead of myself, I thought it would
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be instructive to provide a little history lesson.
We should learn from history, right? According to
John Liston, the Director of PowerLender Product
Development and a co-owner of origination and
secondary marketing technology provider ASC,
“Paperless” really means, “avoiding costs associated
with paper.” It started out with faxing to avoid
charges for delivering paper. Later, once computers
started being used in lending processes, it also meant
avoiding printing unnecessary worksheets. When
document scanning became affordable, lenders
could avoid the cost of physical vault storage. Later
still as computers became connected over networks
it also meant interchanging data to avoid duplicated
data entry sometimes involving paper. Once e-sign
legislation occurred it also meant avoiding wet
signatures on paper. Now it also means using digital
certiﬁcates to convey trust so that a paper trail can
be avoided. Today lenders are very savvy. They are
aware that avoiding the cost of paper will help their
proﬁts.”
By the same token, as technology has changed, so
has the deﬁnition of what it means to go paperless.
“The deﬁnition of paperless has most deﬁnitely
changed over the years,” said Kathleen Mantych,
the Senior Marketing Director for MRG Document
Technologies, a provider of legal compliance and
dynamic compliant document preparation software.
“It has taken on many meanings depending on
any given lender organization and their business
practices. From outsourcing when and where
lender shops can gain efﬁciencies with compliance
and document preparation systems that are fully
integrated, to full-blown workﬂow and imaging
systems within their LOS and servicing systems.
This is all part of going toward paperless to
maximize efﬁciencies and protect their organization
whatever those steps are.”
To Mantych’s point, regardless of the no-brainer
points that I made earlier about why paperless
should have gone mainstream long ago, compliance
is what’s driving lenders to ﬁnally act. “Compliance
is driving lenders towards paperless processing,”
pointed out Steve Wise, the President and Founder

The Path to Paperless

Process Improvement

2012 Industry Barometer on Paperless Mortgages

of Cleveland-based Specialized Business Software,
a provider of customized software solutions for
insurance, mortgage and ﬁnancial services companies.
“More and more automation is also being required as
investors require data. As a result, lenders want to
have control over the process for security reasons. In
addition, lenders need to make sure that borrowers are
being handled on a consistent bases, on a fair bases
across the entire portfolio. That’s where technology
comes in.”
“There’s certainly a focus on compliance,” added
Mark Nogaki, Senior Vice President of Sales for
ClosingCorp, a leading provider of residential real
estate closing cost data and technologies. “Things get
rehashed over and over and things change during the
course of processing a mortgage. As a lender you have
to keep track of all of those changes. Also, rules and
regulations are also always changing these days, as
well. So, lenders need technology that can help them
remain compliant, which means that the technology
must be agile.”
Sure, some lenders are starting to get it, but
will others really follow? Tim Anderson, head of
DocMagic’s new eServices Division, notes, “It really
wasn’t until the FHFA came out with their Uniform
Mortgage Data Program (UMDP) to push and promote
data integrity and quality using MISMO standards
that I now see real hope and adoption starting with
the data ﬁrst and the “form” as just the legal or logical
(UI) online presentation and output of it. They are
also supporting the creation of a SMART Document
to make sure there is a common way to embed and
share source data that “travels” with the documents to
ensure better and more consistent data and document
integrity and also version control between systems
that share and repurpose it. To truly be paperless, you
need to start and end that way.”
So, how should lenders get started? “Start simple,”
answers Mike Bridges, President of PaperClip, a
leading electronic communication and collaboration
provider. “The paperless challenge is removing paper
from peoples’ hands and the process. Two-thirds of
those adopting paper-free processes report a payback
within 18 months; 50% see payback in a single
12-month budgeting period. Twenty ﬁve percent of
mortgage organizations that went paperless reported
it was an excellent experience, 38% rated it good,
22% average. Paper processing cost $1.30 per page –
cradle to grave. Paperless processing can get as low
as 25 cents per page.”
Regardless of how we deﬁne paperless, the return on
investment is there. “Not to be ﬂippant, but paperless is
paperless: a mortgage lending operation that functions
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Growing acceptance in the last year for electronic
Source: Xerox Mortgage Services
initiatives supports this prediction. 71%of respondents

without printers, ﬁles, copy or traditional fax machines
experienced an increase in eDisclosures and 24% noted
and originates, processes, closes, funds and delivers
an increase in eClosings.
without a single piece of papyrus. That’s paperless,”
32%
in
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of participants,
saysNearly
Dan Green,
Marketing
at, work
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lending
organizations
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either
already
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provider Mortgage Cadence. “Time spent discussing
in production
or testing,
plan tothe
move
the projects
deﬁnition
at this late
date or
avoids
issue: fully
aggressively
to
adopt
such
technologies.
electronic, completely paperless lending is crucial for
efﬁcient, compliant operations. The technology exists.
The beneﬁts are real. As Elvis said, “A little less talk,
Playing
the Rules
a little
more by
action.”
InThefact,
progressive
lenders are starting to act.
pressure to comply with industry regulations and
According
to
the
most
recent
Path to Paperless Survey
standards is the greatest factor impacting eMortgage
conducted
by
Xerox
Mortgage
Services, nearly half
and paperless initiatives, according to 86%of
of respondents,
43%,
believe
the
mortgage industry
respondents. Similarly, the growing focus on compliance
willhas
close
more
than
half
of
all
loans
as an e-mortgage
affected how organizations evaluate successes
within
the
next
four
years,
up
from
28%
in 2011.
resulting from mortgage technology:
How do lenders feel about that statistic? “Now
cited
access
to an audit
trail as an important
• 90%is
Paperless
really
about
the point-of-sale
experience
benefit
of
going
paperless
with the consumer,” concluded Joe Dahleen, Executive
Vice• President
andhow
Managing
Director
for
full-service
88%consider
well a solution
supports
compliance
lenderforElevation
HomeasLoans.
“Today’s
consumer
industry regulations
an important
paperless
benefit
expects you to be paperless, have e-sign ability, offer
portal access for complete control with effortless
communication, including mobile push notiﬁcations
on the smartphone to keep everyone updated on the
progress of closing. Also, when it comes to servicing
the loan ﬁles – it better be the same type of experience
as the origination process otherwise there goes the
continual referrals.
“The future of paperless is mobile access and
veriﬁcation of third-part party data so we as lenders
don’t need tax returns and bank statements from the
borrower. At best, I only need the veriﬁcation of ID
and maybe a current paycheck stub from a borrower,
and they can quickly upload that to my secure cloud
portal via a mobile capture anyway. It should be that
simple.” 

Tony Garritano is Chairman and Founder of PROGRESS in Lending. As a speaker Tony has worked hard
to inform executives about how technology should be a tool used to further business objectives. For over
10 years he has worked as a journalist, researcher and speaker. He can be reached via e-mail at tony@
progressinlending.com.
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Future Trends

Your Pick: Vendor, Consultant
or Strategic Partner?
Are you conflicted about the road ahead? We all are, so here’s some
candid advice on how to succeed regardless of what’s to come.

By Roger Gudobba

T

oday’s mortgage technology
Business Focus
vendor is challenged on many Create Value
fronts. The ﬁrst challenge is all
Strategic Partner
the turmoil in the marketplace. The
slow recovery of the economy and
Consultant
consequently the housing market, the
changing regulatory landscape, the
increasing focus on the consumer, the
Vendor
uncertain role of the GSEs in the future all contribute to the hesitation to Meet Needs
Product Focus
expend resources.
The second challenge is that techa third party.
nology enhancements, improvements
Using the chart and working our way up the
or new solutions are typically ahead of the
pyramid describes the various situations and
business side’s ability to consume the new
what would work best based on a particular
technology. It’s also possible the business comneed.
munity will not accept or adapt your technolVENDOR: How do we deﬁne a vendor?
ogy. It’s not because they don’t want or need it,
These are providers of commodity products
it’s more because the mortgage industry tends
or services that are critical to your day-to-day
to maintain the status quo until there is a comoperations. Typically they are a request and
pelling reason to change. So it is difﬁcult somerespond transaction.There may be many comtimes to agree on where to focus your resources
panies that can provide this and you may be
and how to best determine the true return on
required to support more than one vendor. They
your investment.
may also be a vendor to some of your direct
competitors. In some situations, they may have
Organizations today are
a directly competitive product to your offertaking steps to protect their ings. Since your customer is also the vendor’s
customer this potentially could create a conﬂict
areas of core competency
in the future. The vendor’s service, support,
market reputation and a competitive price are
and looking at ways to
all a major consideration.
outsource some functions.
In certain situations, you have to go with
a vendor, but there are drawbacks that you
should be aware of. Going with a vendor is a
The third challenge, especially for small orshort-term strategy. Today, more than ever, you
ganizations, is how to balance their staff and
need to have a strong relationship with your
resources to handle the day-to-day operations
customers. Their feedback points to the areas
and still attend to the current or future market
in your solution that impact both the functional
requirements. The ﬁrst thought is usually to do
and tactical operation of your product. Your
it in-house. In some situations you may concustomer service department is crucial for recsider acquiring a company or a product that
ognizing that and bringing it to the attention of
will fulﬁll the need. If the ﬁrst two choices will
the appropriate parties. This may present the
not work, you could outsource or partner with
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Business is more collaborative than ever and a
strategic partnership brings a collective essence and
entrepreneurial spirit to your organization.
opportunity to enhance your solution with offerings
provided by third-party vendors. Certainly this has
its advantages, but it is not a long-term ﬁx for any
given problem.
CONSULTANT: When is the right time to bring
in a consultant? A consultant would be an individual
or company with an understanding of the business
process. This person should also posses extensive
experience in your space. Their expertise regarding a variety of potential solutions is both valued
and sought-after. Consequently, they may also have
worked with your competitors. You may use a consultant to validate your thoughts on the potential
solution.
I view using a consultant as your mid-term strategy. For product direction, the customer will help
you understand the enhancements they and the industry are expecting. A customer user group can help
prioritize these opportunities for you. This is an area
where you might engage a third party consultant.
Remember, we are not islands in and of ourselves.
What do I mean by that? Lenders are all connected
in that they are looking to lend money the best way
possible. A consultant is a great way to get outside
feedback from a knowledgeable source.
STRATEGIC PARTNER: How should you view
a strategic partnership? This is an arrangement where
the parties agree to cooperate in order to advance
their mutual interests and to share responsibility for
achieving a speciﬁc goal. Their area of expertise
ﬁlls a particular need and ﬁts nicely in your solution. Their core competency will complement yours.
Together you strive to add greater value, see the
future in a new and different way and the end user
realizes they will achieve continuous improvement
with your solution. Strategic partners are there from
the start and you can think of them as an extension
of your staff. This is a long-term relationship. The
partnership is really about trust.
It is critical that you have strategic partners. This
is your long-term strategy. How will your offerings
today be different in the future? Are there opportunities for new products or services? What about
new markets? Maybe something outside today’s
core competency will surface. Customer advisory
boards can also help formulate and conﬁrm your vision. Business is more collaborative than ever and a

strategic partner may bring fresh ideas and concepts
to the relationship. Both parties will beneﬁt from the
endeavor.
So, how does all this come together to beneﬁt your
business? Think about it this way: Any salesman or
company will tell you that they have the best solution at the best price. Make no mistake, it certainly
is important to ensure that their solution will do everything as advertised, but don’t focus solely on the
cost. I offer a quote from many years ago, that is still
true today:
COMMON SENSE AND NONSENSE: As John
Ruskin (1819-1900) so aptly described it, “It’s unwise to pay too much, but it’s worse to pay too little.
When you pay too much, you lose a little money –
that is all. When you pay too little, you sometimes
lose everything, because the thing you bought was
incapable of doing the thing it was bought to do. The
common law of business prohibits paying a little and
getting a lot – it can’t be done. If you deal with the
lowest bidder, it is well to add something for the risk
you run, and if you do that you will have enough to
pay for something better.”
Now, let’s step back and really apply all of these
principles. If we look at a speciﬁc mortgage technology class for a second, you can see the true meaning
behind this column. For example, let’s talk about
docs. Historically, mortgage documents were and
remain a commodity. Sure, some did it better as compared to others, but in the end everyone was looking
to create the same docs. Today, that has changed.
Why you might ask? Because the new mortgage environment is focusing more and more on data.
A mortgage is really a collection of data, not a
collection of documents after all. So, where those
traditional solution vendors with extensive document libraries worked as a short-term ﬁx years ago,
it’s not agile enough today. Moving along, the smart
lender then brought in a consultant or two. That consultant gave them some pointers, suggested some
workarounds and ultimately, the consultant advised
the lender to be more data centric. Today the smart
lender has a strategic partner that can utilize both the
legal content and loan information as data to render
documents dynamically and easily allowing conﬁgurability and ﬂexibility. That’s where you as a lender
need to be today. 

Roger Gudobba has over 25 years of mortgage experience. He is CEO at PROGRESS in Lending and Chief
Strategy Officer at technology vendor Compliance Systems. Roger is an advocate of data standardization
and a more data-driven approach to mortgage. Roger can be reached via e-mail at rgudobba@
compliancesystems.com
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What’s Your First Impression?
In today’s marketplace, a company’s website is their first
impression with prospects. What does your prospect see
when they look at your website?

By Michael Hammond

W

hen did you last update your website?
And did you update for the right reasons. In an article that I recently read
called, “Is It Time For a Website Re-design?” by
Drew McLellan, he rightly notes that “In today’s
marketplace, a company’s website is their first impression with prospects. It’s a rare purchase today
that doesn’t begin with some sort of research or
due diligence. And as consumers (both B2C and
B2B) find themselves more time starved and more
Web savvy – the research tool of choice is often a
Google search.
“Long before they’ll set an appointment for a
consultation or walk into your retail establishment
– they’re scoping you out on the Web,” he continues. “It makes sense then, that when it comes to
your Web presence you’d want to put your best
foot forward, doesn’t it? And yet, if you spend
any time on the Web – you run into a lot of stale,
outdated websites.”
I can’t agree more. Your website is your face. It’s
what initially attracts others to you in an increasingly Internet-centric age. That being said, you
would think that companies would pay closer attention to their websites, but amazingly, they don’t.
When asked why companies cling to stale sites,
companies say things like: We don’t have the time
to devote to it. We don’t have the budget. We don’t
want to add interactive elements because we don’t
have time to maintain them. The last redesign was
such a painful process, we can’t think of going
there again.
All these concerns are legitimate, but the alternative is just as painful. You don’t want to be
giving up on getting more deals across the finish
line over the look and feel of your website. In his
article McLellan notes, “If you’ve got dated copy
or information (many websites make it pretty
obvious they haven’t been updated in years…
their latest newsletter issue is from 2008 or the
last bit of news in their newsroom is from three
years ago) what you’re saying to visitors is that
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you aren’t so hot when it comes to follow up and
pay attention to detail. If your design is tough
to navigate (you know…you just keep adding a
page here or there, but there’s no organizational
structure) you are going to frustrate that potential
customer before they can figure out if you have
what they want to buy.”

New technologies make sites
more interactive at less cost
and enable users to have a
good experience on both
desktop and mobile sites.
“You don’t have to build the Taj Mahal of websites,” McLellan pointed out, “but you do want
something that speaks to your professionalism, and
functions the way you want it to. Are you wondering if your website is working as hard for you as it
should? See how your site matches up with these
stats. Websites with blogs get 55% more traffic (Are
you sharing your expertise and taking advantage of
the organic SEO value of that effort?). Companies
that blog get 79% more followers on Twitter (How
does your stale website encourage me to connect
with you on social networks like Facebook, Twitter
and other interactive spots?).”
Still need convincing? Consider what a website
redesign can mean for you and your business.
When done right a website re-design can help you:
1. Manage your website easier. Content
Management Systems (CMS) have been
steadily improving their user interface for
convenient and easy website management.
Gone are the days of having to pay someone
else to manage your website on a daily basis.
Today you can add and edit pages with just a
few mouse clicks and zero html knowledge.

Business Strategies

You don’t have to build the Taj Mahal of websites, but you
do want something that speaks to your professionalism
and functions the way you want it to.
Updating your site regularly will help with your
search engine rank, as well.
2. Give your users a better experience. New
technologies make sites more interactive at less
cost, and enable users to have a good experience
on both desktop and mobile sites. If your site is
clunky and hard to navigate, you may be losing
business. Get a fresh start with a new menu system and ways to interact with your current and
potential clients. Especially with older sites, the
important information can be images. It’s really
important that phone numbers, emails, and addresses are text. This ensures that people can
easily contact you or find directions.
3. Optimize for mobile devices. With 69% of
people surfing the Internet on their mobile device,
chances are your outdated site isn’t giving them
the easy access they were looking for. Clients on
mobile devices want to be able to click on your
phone number, email address, or address and
immediately be connected with you or given directions. Sometimes websites are also “broken”
on mobile devices, making them extremely hard
to read and navigate. Your clients and customers
should be able to access all of the same items
they can from their computers, but in an easy to

navigate format. There are multiple options for
catering to mobile devices, but the new trend right
now is responsive design. This means the design
changes depending on what size device the user is
visiting on, but the content never changes.
4. Make less work for your clients and customers.
Make all of the most-needed items available on
your website. There are a lot of features that

are available on a CMS for a fraction of what
it would cost to custom-program these options.
You can add event registration, slideshows,
maps, directions, forms, blogs, commenting,
photo and video galleries, document management, and even donations. Aside from these
commonly requested features, there are a lot
more options out there, as well. People want to
quickly be able to do everything online, and with
all of this new technology available on a small
budget there is no reason you shouldn’t take
complete advantage. If you have a larger need
that may require custom programming, we can
handle that as well.
5. Secure your website. Websites with outdated
code or old versions of content management
systems are extremely vulnerable to attacks.
Languages and content management systems
are both regularly updated to squash vulnerabilities. If your website is using old code or an old
version of a CMS, you are a big target for easy
hacking. Especially with a CMS, you should
be updating to the latest version every 3 years
even if you don’t redesign your website. With
custom-programmed solutions, you should have
your site adjusted every time there is a major
release for the language your site is coded in. Be
sure that your web host has the proper versions
installed on the server.
In the end, the number one attribute people want
is a website that is easy to navigate so they can
quickly find the exact information they want. They
don’t want to have to click four times or guess which
heading the information is hiding behind. People
want contact information so they can call, write or
drop by. This floors me, but many companies do not
include offline contact options to their Web visitors.
Keep the distractions at a minimum. People want to
be able to scan your page and figure out what’s there
and where to go next. If you pack every bit of space
with information, you actually get in their way.
Remember, your goal is not to tell them everything so they don’t have to call. Your goal is to tell
them enough to make them want to call. Your website is your introduction to many of your potential
customers. Is it the way you want to be introduced,
or is it time to consider a facelift? ❖

Michael Hammond is chief strategy officer at PROGRESS in Lending Association and the founder and
president of NexLevel Advisors. NexLevel provides solutions in business development, strategic selling,
marketing, public relations and social media. He can be reached at mhammond@nexleveladvisors.com.
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Capitalize On

The Shift To A
Purchase Market

Centralized marketing automation will
greatly enhance referral relationships in
an engaging, compliant manner.

By Judy Margrett

T

he mortgage industry has seen a significant decline in refi activity in the
recent months and the trend looks like it will continue into 2014. The
change to a purchase market is happening quickly: the Mortgage Bankers
Association has estimated that purchases will make up 48% of originations by
the end of the year. That is up from only 26% at the beginning of 2013.
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The trend toward a purchase market began as rates crept up slightly,
and home values started increasing.
The improved labor market, broader
economic recovery and decreased
mortgage delinquencies also aided in
this shift. Consumers who have been
sitting on the fence about selling their
home are beginning to realize now is
the time to make the jump, making this
an opportune time for consumers to
purchase their next home.
These variables combined have
developed a hot purchase market
throughout the country. The adjustment
to this purchase market focus has left
many mortgage lenders aggressively
searching for ways to compliantly
gain market share. Developing strong
referral partners is going to be critical.
Creating relationships with Insurance
Agents, CPAs, Divorce Attorneys,
Human Resource Directors, Financial
Planners, Builders and Real Estate
Agents will provide for a stable business model for the future.

Take a minute
to truly
comprehend the
power of what
can be done
to create, build
and nurture
a referral
relationship.

Strategic referral relationships create
clients for life who are more apt to refer
others as well. This builds a consistent
flow of referral business to everyone
involved.
The challenge remains how to develop strong referral relationships with
dynamic marketing campaigns while
36
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remaining efficient and compliant. The
solution demands more than just pulling
together disparate e-mail, print and other
marketing components. It requires the
use of centralized marketing automation.

ing centralized marketing automation
technology provides corporate compliance and detailed reporting features for
streamlined marketing efforts.
Using print as well as e-mail is go-

Centralized marketing automation will
greatly enhance referral relationships in
an engaging, compliant manner while
allowing loan officers to focus on what
they do best: originate and close loans.
Such marketing automation is easily
used to address specific referral segments
and groom strong relationships.
As relationships with referral partners continue to develop, customer
retention efforts may then feature the
partner in print and e-mail. In-process
e-mails are able to provide for consistent touch points when a borrower is
moving through application, keeping
the referring party in the loop as well.
After closing, automated retention programs can be equally branded for more
future business.
Take a minute to truly comprehend
the power of what can be done to create,
build and nurture a referral relationship.
Utilizing centralized marketing automation opens critical doors to long-term
opportunity in a purchase market.
In addition to building referral partners, a purchase market is going to require marketing to first time homebuyers, those looking to down size as well
as move-up buyers. These segments
must be marketed to consistently and
most importantly using different media.
Mortgage lenders have to focus on
what is going to give them the ability to
work smarter not harder when competing for purchase buyers. Again, utiliz-

ing to be the game changer for many
mortgage lenders, when done at a centralized corporate level. It is a way to
differentiate from the competition, as
many have opted to use e-mail alone.
Utilizing a centralized marketing
automation system will make it easy
to implement compliant campaigns
across all channels using print and email together.
The benefit of centralized marketing
automation is the ability to provide consistent, compliant, streamlined marketing from one location. This is known as
a top-down marketing strategy.
Top-down marketing enhances business opportunities to build consistent
loan pipelines, increase referrals and
establish a recognizable brand. This
strategy will drive not only a purchase
market, but also a strong organizational
growth plan.
Utilizing a centralized marketing
automation system in conjunction with
a top-down marketing strategy is going
to enable mortgage lenders to excel in
a purchase market. Such a structure
would be implemented at a corporate
level, and would need little or no interaction from loan originators. This
places the lender in control of driving
consistent, compliant marketing.
Inside a centralized marketing automation system is a full database to
segment contacts and target them individually. In a few minutes, a person

can send a campaign with print and
e-mail follow-up to all the appropriate contacts in the company database,
which includes those of the entire
origination staff.
Such a task can be completed
quickly due to an expansive library of
content that can be utilized as is or even
customized to best fit the mortgage
lender’s brand and marketing initiative. It is imperative that content and

shotgun approach of “rates are low”
e-mails or “now is the time to buy”
postcards. Utilize campaigns that are
custom designed for those first time
homebuyers: for example, edit a firsttime homebuyer template postcard to
send your message and follow-up with
a custom email. You are then reaching
that segment on a personal level.
The shift to a purchase market is quite
a change for the mortgage industry, but

Top-down marketing enhances
business opportunities to build
consistent loan pipelines,
increase referrals and establish a
recognizable brand.
campaigns allow for modification and
customization to set one lender apart
from others.
Utilizing unique marketing pieces
and diversified outputs will make a
mortgage lender stand out from the
competition. Too many lenders use the
same pre-created templates for marketing activities. When this is done on a
large scale, how is a consumer to tell
one company from another?
Customizable marketing activities
that are managed through a centralized marketing automation platform
will drive unique brand awareness
and company initiatives that are not
“cookie cutter.” You cannot differentiate yourself from the competition
if you are using the exact same email
and print marketing templates, with the
only difference being your logo.
Having the ability to create a custom company library is how true differentiation is done, with centralized
marketing automation. Consumers will
then be able to distinguish you from
your competition.
In a purchase market environment,
creating targeted messages to specific consumer segments will yield the
largest result. Gone are the days of a
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the pressure for compliant, managed
marketing is also in full swing.
With a top-down marketing strategy
implemented by a centralized marketing automation system, compliance
monitoring and management are taken
care of. A loan originator can even have
access to build individual custom campaigns if they choose and the lender
can approve or make changes prior to
the activity being sent.
Each marketing activity that takes
place is logged and authorized by the
lender for compliance, eliminating the
worry of unapproved marketing being
sent by loan originators and creating a
full audit trail for auditors.
The shift to a purchase market is

About the Author

not going to be the easiest transition
for many lenders, but it is possible to
capitalize on this change. Focusing on
the creation of strong, diverse referral
partner relationships is going to be imperative. The key to these types of relationships is communication. The use of
centralized marketing automation will
make all communication consistent
and engaging to these referral partners.
Creating custom campaigns to target
the specific consumer segments will
boost results and create brand differentiation. Centralized marketing automation will make it easy for a lender to
send unique print and e-mail pieces to
large groups without having to involve
the loan originator.
Loan originators are able to focus on
their pipelines and nurturing of referral
relationships while marketing is being produced to drive results for them.
The lender is in complete control. The
production of print and e-mail campaigns is done quickly and efficiently.
An entire library of activities can be
created from scratch or by utilizing
pre-designed pieces. Connecting with
referral partners, consumers and even
past clients becomes seamless and
consistent. Most importantly, all this is
done in one location that is compliant
and automated.
Refinances will continue to fall off
and redundant email-only marketing is
just not going to cut it anymore. Take
hold of this purchase market shift by
embracing the technology that is available to you today. This is what can
separate you from the competition.
Choose to be consistent, engaging and
compliant while doing things your way,
not within the constraints of “cookie
cutter” systems. 

Judy Margrett is President of The Turning Point, Inc. The
company’s flagship product is MACH3, a mortgage-specific
CRM and automated marketing engine. With more than
20 years’ experience in mortgage banking, Judy was an
early advocate of technology-based marketing solutions,
especially for nurturing key business relationships.
Recognizing the demand to maximize resources within
business enterprises, she works closely with industry
leaders to guide The Turning Point’s development of
advanced mortgage-specific solutions.
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While many lenders are moving
quickly to capture new purchase
loan opportunities, many
others are failing to keep up.

J

uly 2013 marked the third anniversary
of the Dodd-Frank Act and the second
anniversary of the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau’s (CFPB) inception. What
has changed?
In some ways, things remain constant when
it comes to compliance concerns – lenders
worry about implementing major regulations,
and the pace of change comes very quickly.
How quickly times change in our industry.
Five years ago, we were in the thick of a
mortgage meltdown as underwater properties
flooded our industry. Two years ago, it was
Dodd-Frank and “foreclosuregate.” Today,
we’re in the midst of tepid housing recovery,
with relatively low interest rates, an improving
jobs market, appreciating home values and
steadily improving volume of purchase
mortgages.
And yet, every time the market shifts,
our industry struggles to shift along with
it. While many lenders—particularly small
and mid-sized originators—are moving
quickly to capture these new purchase loan
opportunities, many others are failing to keep
up. Which is a real shame, considering how
much there is to gain.

By Kelly Booth
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As usual, technology can provide a
solution for our predicament. Yet for all
the investment in technology that has
taken place to address a lender’s loan
application workflow, data accuracy,

happens to organizations with no sales
automation built into their front-end
processes. These organizations often
leave loan officers to their own devices
with little to no internal support, relin-

To move a prospective borrower to
submit an application and ultimately
convert to a funded loan requires a great
amount of discipline and organization.
underwriting, fulfillment, and compliance challenges, there has been relatively little money spent on technology
in the mortgage industry when it comes
to sales automation tools – specifically
tools that both enable lenders and their
reps to switch gears quickly when the
market changes.
The CurrenT SiTuaTion
In today’s mortgage industry, there
are many software solutions designed
to help mortgage professionals store
contacts and market to prospects in the
form of CRM tools and the like. Yet
very few of these tools are tailor-made
for the mortgage space and specifically
focused on the pre-application contact
and conversion strategy. To move a prospective borrower to submit an application and ultimately convert to a funded
loan requires a great amount of discipline and organization on the part of the
loan officer. This includes contacting,
qualifying, ongoing follow-up through
phone, e-mail and even text messaging
to further the dialogue with the prospect. And most lenders are doing this
all manually in a fiercely competitive
environment.
In today’s mortgage market, there
is a strong need to automate the preapplication funnel, nurturing relationships with borrowers, real estate agents
and other referral partners. Lenders able
to get a better handle on new opportunities quickly have a lot to gain, particularly right now. Originators that cannot
quickly identify and serve the different
needs of borrowers will have trouble
making the switch from a refinance
market to a purchase market.
In fact, I have seen first-hand what
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quishing any control over the mortgage
sales process and how they, as an organization, are portrayed to prospective
borrowers. You can imagine how just
one slip-up or delayed response can
reflect poorly on a loan officer and the
organizations reputation.
an ulTimaTe Selling
SCenario
Sales automation tools allow a
lender to import a borrower lead from
any source, prioritize the lead based
on a predetermined set of factors, and
automatically distribute the lead to the
loan officer most likely to convert that
prospect into a closed loan. Sales automation also enables loan officers to
reach out to prospects with relevant information only minutes after receiving
a borrower inquiry, which can double
or even triple the chance of converting
prospects into closed loans. And sales
automation streamlines the mortgage
process through integrations with a
lender’s other technology systems, such
as its Loan Origination System (LOS),
pricing engine and other software.
So why is sales automation so important right now? For one, it gives lenders
agility. Consider all the consumer-direct
lenders that have capitalized on the refi
boom of the past several years. As their
refi volume continues to decrease, those
lenders and their reps will be looking
for new business. But because they
have been so dependent on refi loans,
they have little insight to what it takes
to make it in the purchase loan business.
In other words, they don’t know how to
proactively go after prospects and build
relationships, which are the keys to success in the purchase business.

Yet through sales automation tools,
these reps could change tactics quickly.
For example, those of us who have experience in the purchase loan business
know that there are different categories
of potential borrowers. Some are shopping for rates and what they can qualify
for, but they haven’t really been looking
for a home. Others will call a loan officer and already have an offer placed
on a home, and in fact may have even
prequalified with another lender, but
they are still shopping around. When
you have dozens of originators vying
for every borrower, being able to understand where a borrower is at in the
process is essential to close the deal.
Another difference between doing
business in a purchase market versus a
refi market is the amount of information
that needs to be gathered and communicated with the borrower and other stakeholders. Getting a new loan is infinitely
more complex than refinancing a loan
you already have. The right sales automation tools will facilitate the gathering
of information between the borrower
and other parties, and will be integrated
with a lender’s loan origination system,
pricing engine and other tools, so that
the transaction is off to a good, clean
start.
Sales automation technology also
delivers benefits long after the purchase
loan closes. Companies that cultivate
their own portfolios for leads can benefit from tools that track and monitor
their customers’ needs and match these
needs with additional products. This
would be tremendously useful when
borrowers begin building up equity in
their homes and start looking at home
equity products once again. Lenders
with technology that allows them to
identify the best candidates for such
products are going to have a huge lead
over any competition.
Building The relaTionShip
Let’s face it, technology allows us
to do many things, but the one thing it
can’t do is replace the skills a quality
loan officer has when it comes to building customer relationships. This skill
is particularly important in a purchase
mortgage environment for obvious reasons. But while it may not seem like it at
first, sales automation plays a huge role

in the relationship building process.
Let me explain.
The typical borrower looking to refinance his or her home loan is simply
looking for the lowest rate that will
generate the lowest mortgage payment—period. That borrower does not
want a relationship with a loan officer;
he or she simply wants to save money.
But the borrower who is in the market
for a home is not just looking for the
best rate. Such a borrower is looking for professionals who can guide
them through the entire process and
be there not only to answer questions
but to make suggestions and be supportive throughout the entire transaction, which is why relationships count.
Many homebuyers are currently faced
with a very competitive market and
knowing all your options in terms of
loan programs that will assist in making an offer that will be accepted by a
seller over another or multiple offers is
essential.
Because the home-buying process is
so relationship dependent and driven,

it is so important to have software that
allows all participants to automate all
of the tasks they possibly can, so they
can focus on building and cultivating
these relationships without missing a
beat. And let’s face it, trust is not easily

fluence their decision-making process.
If you have good sales automation tools
that are integrated with your LOS and
can report back milestones, your customers and their agents can move forward on the home buying process with

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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earned nor kept in this business. The
loan officer who “drops the ball” or
doesn’t respond fast enough to a borrower’s question is always in danger of
losing that customer to a competitor.
Just as important is the relationship
loan officers build with local real estate
agents, who are the ones who spend the
most time with buyers and can best in-

confidence, and won’t have to worry
about having to call the underwriter
later to get their questions answered.
The lenders that succeed in the resurging purchase market will be the
ones that embrace technology and put
it to work. In fact, they’ll be ready to
react to just about anything this volatile
market throws at them. 
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Businesses using social media are likely to see
even bigger wins as the gap between who gets it,
and who doesn’t, grows wider by the minute.

E

SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING FOR
WINNING RESULTS

ngaging the consumer has become the differentiator between organizations
that have successful marketing plans and everyone else. Businesses using
social media are likely to see even bigger wins in 2013 as the gap between
who gets it, and who doesn’t, grows wider by the minute. When you find a way
to join in on the every-day life of your audience you become part of their comfort
zone. As a member of their community of friends and trusted sources your audience
is not only tuned into you, but they also become loyal to your brand and promote
advocacy through word-of-mouth. Advertising through competitive positioning
and brilliant design can certainly peak audience attention but it can also be costly
to execute, and the results are not consistent. We have found that when you don’t
provide open communication with your audience, you end up pushing out a message that might be a “miss” instead of a “hit”, and you won’t even know it until
the promotion is over. Instead, we challenge our marketing team to look for fresh
and creative channels to reach our members in meaningful ways that align to our
business goals and objectives. Our credit union is located in southeastern Michigan,
which is a very competitive market for financial institutions. We are surrounded by
credit unions that are five times larger than we are, along with nearly every major
bank, mortgage and finance company, who are all competing for the same business
that we are. With 8,000 members and nearly $100 million in assets, we are battling
the big boys every day. The good news is that by carrying out innovative strategies
that we think make a lot of sense, we have been able to double our size during one
of Michigan’s most difficult economic periods of time. Keeping a pulse on what
our audience is doing, saying and thinking is important to us and social media is
way for us to gain valuable insight and make close connections without the hefty
price tag.

By Peter M. Bagazinski
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Another reason that social media
makes sense is that communication
fatigue is leaving fewer opportunities
for marketing messages to get through.
Our Director of Marketing and Business Development, Emma Teller, has
over 17 years of experience analyzing
consumer behavior and buying trends
while utilizing diverse advertising
channels and methodologies. The big-

of social media, emotional intelligence
and good old fashioned personal service, you can connect with customers
and bring them into the conversation.
And if they like your message they will
share it with their friends. That’s a winwin in my book.”
To grow our credit union in the
Catholic community, we know that we
cannot be all things to all people, so we

Keeping a pulse on what our
audience is doing, saying and
thinking is important to us and
social media is a way for us to
gain valuable insight and make
close connections without the
hefty price tag.
gest problem these days she says is consumer advertising overload. According
to Teller, “Some studies indicate that
the average adult consumer is exposed
to a few thousand messages daily. That
estimate may sound outlandishly high,
but when you think about the number
of labels you see as you are walking
through a store, or the various website
banner ads placed within the content
that you are searching online, as well
as the traditional TV and radio ads,
billboards, and magazine advertorials
that you see every day, that number becomes more easy to believe. It is most
likely that consumers are not truly processing all of those messages. In fact,
we wouldn’t be able to notice, absorb,
or even judge the personal merit of
that many messages a day. More to
the point, over-communication and
the resulting communication fatigue is
having a big impact on marketing messages.” She says that, “Businesses who
understand meaningful consumer engagement are creating micro spheres,
or local communities to talk with and
not talk to their audience. Using a mix
48
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relate to those most like us through our
value proposition. Value proposition
and customer experience are two sides
of the same coin. On one hand value
proposition may be seen as how you
are viewed by the customer, the way
someone feels about your brand. On
the other hand, customer experience is
often thought of as the way a customer
feels about themselves as they interact
with your brand. Think of it as the reason why someone chooses Coca Cola
over Pepsi. Both are similar cola type
beverages, yet these two soft drink rivals have carved out top placement in
the beverage industry by creating ‘personalities’ for their brand so that they
could connect to a specific group. You
can see this even in their logos. CocaCola positions itself as a feel-good
drink that encompasses all generations;
thus, its logo has remained consistent
over the years. Pepsi, on the other hand,
keeps reinventing itself as the ‘cool
drink.’ It mainly targets youth, which is
why it also tends to get popular celebrities and artists to promote its brand.
It’s important to live true to your

brand in the things that you do, say and
support and especially in your messaging. You need to know who you are
and what you believe in. Your audience
needs to know that as well. Creating
your sphere starts with finding consumers who have personalities, traits, and
commonalities with your value proposition. When done correctly, you will
have made organic links with people
who want to do business with you. It is
also important to note that those businesses that are successful in executing
their brand experience, just so happen
to be the same businesses that are enjoying a higher volume in sales. The
key is to learn how to tap into a basic
human characteristic - our emotions.
At our credit union, we go beyond
the traditional skill and drill method
in sales training. In her role as Director of Marketing Emma also conducts
training sessions for our staff and she
likes to demonstrate how to use emotional Intelligence to help our associates reach beyond a sale. She says that,
“Emotional intelligence is the ability to
understand and influence emotions for
a positive outcome. This skill requires
three basic concepts: genuine compassion, active listening, and the ability to
identify and evaluate cues and clues
from the customer. We spend a lot of
time teaching our group how to ask
meaningful questions, but more importantly we talk about ways we can help
the people we serve. Just take a look at
our Facebook page today and you will
find posts talking about the personal
service our members receive here and
how good that makes them feel. When
we use emotional intelligence in customer service we do more than make
a sale; we create a bond of loyalty and
trust that keeps them coming.”
Now take a close look at the activities that you sponsor, support and become involved with. For example, if
you are at a Catholic credit union like
mine, you partner with schools, groups
and charities that are associated with
the Catholic community and you don’t
get involved with groups or activities
that might be considered inappropriate.
While it’s not a bad idea for our group
to sponsor the town’s Little League
Team, it’s an even better idea for us to
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host the Boy Scout Troop from the local Catholic school and conduct a tour
of our branch to assist them in earning
their Money Patch.
Sound simple enough? Good – let’s
put all of the pieces together!
Consumer engagement exists in a
full spectrum of experiences. Now that
you’re living your brand and delivering your value proposition it’s time
to help people find their way to your
business. Here’s a question: What does
your customer know about you and
how do they know it? You might say
that your client or potential client can
read the “About Us” tab on your newly
designed website, and by all means
that’s a good thing. Perhaps, you have
a Facebook page where you have captured the likes of employees and some

variety of circumstances, whether you
are selling car loans, mortgages or insurance products. The example below
is how we recently applied this concept
to car loans.
BLACK WEDNESDAY CAR
LOAN EXTRAVAGANZA!
The biggest shopping day of the
year for most retailers across the U.S.
takes place every November. The Friday after Thanksgiving, commonly
referred to as Black Friday, is a day
that shoppers everywhere anxiously
await. According to a survey by the
National Retail Federation, last year
consumers spent $59.1 billion over the
Thanksgiving Holiday weekend. We
decided to piggy-back on this buying
frenzy and created our own “Black
Wednesday” experience. Using only

We have found that when you don’t
provide open communication with
your audience, you end up pushing
out a message that might be a
“miss” instead of a “hit.”
loyal fans and you post messages about
your products and services. Now, link
the two together (Facebook and your
website) and you have started building
an online encounter that combines conversations from your Facebook page
with information on your website. The
venues for social media can cross over
different platforms to provide a richer
experience and lead to a higher level of
satisfaction and ultimately, more sales.
Post a photo and a “Congratulations
for Earning your Money Patch!” to
that Brownie Troop on your Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram. Include a link
to your website for information on how
other troop leaders can sign up for the
tour. Parents love to “share” and retweet pictures of their kids.
A successful campaign includes
carefully orchestrated timing, connection and fun. This can be used in a
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use social media to get the word out,
we leveraged our messages to promote
a Black Wednesday Car Loan Event
that yielded $1 million dollars in new
car loans in one day, or approximately
a 40% increase in volume.
You must keep in mind a big difference between using social media versus
other channels is getting the audience.
Let’s say you want to place an ad in the
local paper or promote your product
on the radio, or even mail out a coupon to households in a certain zip code
range. You already know that a certain
amount of people are listening to the
radio, buying a newspaper or residing
in a neighborhood, but with social media you have to create your own audience and create your own following.
It won’t do any good to post on your
Facebook page if you don’t have any
fans there. Same with Twitter. You can

tweet all you want about your special
offer but unless you have followers,
your tweet isn’t getting any attention.
Now of course you can pay for ads on
Facebook but remember that we are
talking about organic growth and creating communities. We started by identifying groups already affiliated with us
and clicking “like” on their pages. We
posted about those groups on our page
and people migrated over. Then we
began a campaign to “like us” on Facebook for a chance to win a prize. We
advertised in our branch offices, on our
website, in our newsletter and sent out
email blasts to the people who we were
already connected with. The grand
prize was for an Apple iPad and at the
time it was a very sought after item.
Before we knew it we had over 500
likes from people who already knew
us, or were already connected to us. We
created accounts for Twitter, Instagram
and Pinterest and cross channeled our
communications. It didn’t take long before we were “talking” with our online
community and we were ready to start
promoting our big event.
For thirty days prior to the Black
Wednesday event we posted messages
on our Facebook and Twitter accounts
that we would be offering “never seen
before” car loan rates. The low rates
would only be offered on the day before Thanksgiving - Black Wednesday.
During that time we also posted and
tweeted information and tips about buying a new or used car. We re-tweeted
posts from credible sources from the
automotive industry and articles about
how to save money when car shopping.
This caught the attention of would-be
car buyers and provided more resources
to help them in their car buying quest.
Our website also hosts tools like financial calculators and links for discounted
auto insurance creating more value
while browsing our website. We started
sending e-mail messages with details
on the special loan rates and other credit
union specials two weeks before Black
Wednesday. Links within all messages
connected to a landing page on our
website dedicated to the Black Wednesday event. The landing page provided
more details about each of the loan
specials. Our creative process included

tying into the holiday shopping excitement so we added cool retail shopping
apps to download. For example one
app allowed you to scan an item while
shopping and you would see the current price offered for that same item
at other local stores. Then we asked
ourselves, “What is something that
all shoppers want?” The answer was
coupons! In addition to all of our own
specials we decided to create a “Shoppers Survival Bag.” Inside the bag we
stuffed mall maps, food and store coupons, plus gift certificates from local
shopping malls, stores and restaurants.
Energy bars, bottled water, snacks and
trinkets rounded out the bag. We advertised that the bags were only available to the first one hundred people.
Next we posted photos of the goodies
that we placed inside the bag on our
Facebook page and we posted tweets
about the cool coupons. On the day
of our event, some people actually arrived early (before our doors opened)
just to get the bag.

Overall the promotion was definitely a success and we received
many complimentary remarks on our
Facebook page from our members.
Of course our business goal was to
bring in new car loan growth which
we did accomplish, but at the end of
the day it was the event that people
keep talking about - even months later.
And the connections that were made
using social media continue to provide
a conversation that takes place every

day. Our Facebook likes continue to
grow to over 800 and we have enjoyed
an increase in business in the areas of
mortgages, checking accounts, insurance products and overall inquiries. As
we keep growing our community we
also keep promoting our business. You
can bet there will be another Black
Wednesday at our credit union again
this year. Just like us on Facebook and
follow us on Twitter to learn more and
stay in touch. 

About the Author

Pete Bagazinski is CEO at Catholic Vantage Financial.
Catholic Vantage Financial is Michigan’s leading and most
well respected Catholic Federal Credit Union. Since 1953,
the company has been serving the Catholic community as
a member-owned, not-for-profit financial institution that
its members can trust. Catholic Vantage Financial strives
to give members the best possible value for their money.
Realizing that every member is an individual as well as
an owner, the foundation of the Credit Union has been to
focus on financial products and services that provide a
strong return on the money that members have invested
with the credit union.
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Avoid The
CFPB Squeeze

Through the use of technology, financial institutions can
improve their processes and stay ahead of the rules.

By Brad Willis

I

n our modern, fast-paced, and over-regulated world, financial institutions are
scrambling to find creative ways of dealing with and adapting to the upcoming
rules from the CFPB. The ability of these institutions to remain nimble yet productive will affect millions of Americans’ financial futures. Not knowing from
day-to-day what your regulations will be, adversely affects your ability to conduct business in a productive manner. While productivity is key to remaining both profitable and
successful in the financial world, remaining nimble and being able to offer your products and services to a wide variety of customers is of great importance, as well. With the
new rules and regulations threatening to drastically limit the pool of potential customers
for financial institutions lending products, it is more important than ever that those
same institutions do everything in their power to improve customer service, which starts
with improving productivity. Through the use of technology, financial institutions can
improve their processes and stay ahead of the rules, allowing their employees to spend
more time on tasks that cultivate new customer relationships.
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Even though it is becoming increasingly easier to modify the fields in a
Loan Origination System and Core Servicing System, it has never been easy to
change the fields within the integration
between these two disparate systems.

Since the
creation of the
CFPB, there
has been a lot
of political
infighting
within the
United States
government
over who should
control the
Bureau.
This is why a system like CCMC Mortgage Loan Connector can be crucial to
the success of financial institutions. In
our case, with its adaptable field mapping and highly customizable functionality, the Mortgage Loan Connector
gives financial institutions an edge over
their less prepared competition. All financial institutions will be facing CFPB
rules, but not all will be savvy enough
to take advantage of the technology
available to them. Will you? Over the
course of this article, I will bring you
up to speed on exactly what the CFPB
is, what it does, when you can expect
it to begin regulating institutions, how
your LOS and core are able to adapt,
but most interfaces are not, and what
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CCMC can do to help.
In 2011, the passage of the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act lead to the creation
of the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau (CFPB). This act was passed
as a direct response to the financial
crisis of 2008, which played a primary
role in creating this most recent recession. The CFPB is a federal agency,
independent of other agencies, and is
primarily responsible for the regulation
of financial products and services in the
United States. The Bureau’s jurisdiction
includes credit unions, banks, security firms, foreclosure relief services,
payday lenders, mortgage servicing
operations, debt collectors, and many
other financial companies. The primary
focus of the Bureau is mortgages, credit
cards, and student loans. The CFPB
was designed to consolidate a number
of existing federal regulatory
bodies. These bodies include the
Federal Trade Commission, the
National Credit Union Administration, the Federal Reserve,
the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, and even the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. Located inside,
and funded by, the United States
Federal Reserve, the Bureau
is an autonomous unit that has
interim affiliation with the U.S.
Treasury Department. The CFPB
monitors and reports on markets,
conducts bank examinations,
writes and enforces bank rules,
and functions to collect and track
consumer complaints.
Since the creation of the CFPB, there
has been a lot of political infighting
within the United States government
over who should control the Bureau and
whether it should even be controlled by
one person. The initial appointment to
run the Bureau was Elizabeth Warren,
who was appointed to be special consultant in charge of implementing it. Mrs.
Warren was removed from the running
for director after the Obama administration officials realized she would have
to overcome strong Republican opposition and was likely unable to do so. In
mid-July, Richard Cordray was selected
to take the place of Mrs. Warren as the

nominee for the position of director of
the CFPB. The nomination of Richard
Cordray was in jeopardy from the start
due to Republicans in the Senate who
were opposed to a centralized structure
within the bureau. At the creation of the
Bureau, it was decided that a director
would be necessary and the rules governing the Bureau dictated that, without
a director, it could not create any new
regulations or monitor financial institutions. In a controversial move, President
Barack Obama made a rare recess appointment for the purpose of installing Cordray as the director to the end
of 2013. Since this was technically a
pro-forma session of the Senate, the appointment is open to challenge in court.
In their most recent news releases,
the CFPB has informed financial institutions that the new rules and regulations will become effective as of Janu-

ary 10, 2014. Given the short amount
of time the financial institutions have to
react to these regulations, the ability to
remain nimble and adapt is key. All the
new rules and regulations are confusing
at best; the CFPB has released a set of
guidelines and a chart to help financial
institutions deal with all the new regulations. Even the CFPB warns though,
“This chart is not a substitute for the
rules. Only the rules in the official
interpretations can provide complete
and definitive information regarding
the requirements.” The complete rules,
including the official interpretations
and small entity compliance guide, are
available on the CFPB website.

While it is important to maintain
your institutions nimbleness, oftentimes
this goal is at odds with the capabilities
of your software systems. Inherently,
Loan Origination Systems and Core
Servicing Systems have the ability to
add custom fields to handle all the new
data, which will need to be collected in

bill from the interface provider, or a lot
of work out of the financial institutions’
IT department. The rigid nature of the
standard interfaces makes it difficult
for these institutions to maintain their
nimbleness in the face of these quickly
changing regulations. Even though
the ability to create user-defined fields

While it is important to maintain
your institution’s nimbleness,
oftentimes this goal is at odds
with the capabilities of your
software systems.
order to remain in compliance with the
rules of the CFPB. Loan Origination
Systems, for instance, have an entire set
of user-defined fields, which financial
institutions have the ability to create and
utilize for whatever purpose they see fit.
These fields can be changed to whatever
format they need, collect whatever data
they require, and are generally pliable.
Within their Core Servicing System,
the ability to create custom fields might
not be as user-friendly, but the capability still exists. The ability of these two
systems to adapt to the regulations and
allow the use of user-defined fields
makes them invaluable in remaining
nimble and able to quickly respond to
these ever-changing regulations.
In the financial technology world
today, your “good enough to get by” interfaces, that are the industry standard,
do not allow flexibility to make these
changes without a huge hassle, a large

About the Author

within your Loan Origination System
and Core Servicing System exists, the
inability of standard interfaces to adapt
to these changes adds extra time to
employee’s workloads and has a detrimental effect on productivity. While the
standard fields in the interface might
transfer basic and demographic information, after boarding work that financial institutions have to do to update the
new fields required by the regulations
make the work laborious and increasingly expensive. This is the fundamental
problem with today’s industry standard
interface. While these interfaces do the
job of transferring this basic data, they
make no effort to transfer any of the
more complex fields and data needed in
order to board a loan completely. This
unwillingness to adapt their interfaces to
the consumer’s needs is what prompted
companies like CCMC to create a Connector that allows users to customize

every aspect of the data that they move
from one system to the next.
How does all this work? At the core
of CCMC technology is a patent-pending data engine, known as the Intelligent
Connector Engine, which CCMC has
invested over 100 man years in developing. The function of the Intelligent
Connector Engine is to move, validate,
edit, calculate, and count data and/or
transactions between enterprise applications, whether on-site or hosted. This
highly adaptable and technologically
advanced data transfer processing engine allows users to add rules which will
govern the transfer of data between the
new user-defined fields in both the Loan
Origination System and Core Servicing
System. These customizable rules and
user set guidelines allow institutions to
adapt quickly to the changes necessary
to meet the compliance requirements for
the CFPB. This ability to remain nimble
gives financial institutions more confidence in their future and allows them
to remain productive and competitive in
this volatile financial market.
As you can see, the CFPB is going
to fundamentally change the way that
financial institutions conduct business
and make software decisions in the future. Productivity is the key to remaining profitable and competitive, and the
right software solutions can provide
the means to remain highly productive
and adaptable. I’ll leave you with this
thought: Gene Lederer, President and
CEO of CCMC, recently said, “Remaining competitive and productive
in the current economy is crucial. Improving end-to-end management of the
loan boarding process with dependable
technology and user-friendly processes
is paramount to the future success of
financial institutions in the face of constantly evolving regulations.” 

Brad Willis joined CCMC in December of 1998 and currently serves as Vice President of Marketing and
Sales Operations. He has 15 years of experience in the financial industry, primarily in the integration of
disparate systems used within financial institutions. After stints in product development and customer
support, Brad turned his attention to marketing and has quickly moved into his current position as
Vice President. Since taking over the Marketing department in early 2012, he has overseen the naming
process of CCMC’s new solution set, design of all marketing material related to the new solutions,
modernization and redesign of the company website, a complete social media launch, updating of the
CCMC logo, and creation of a new company tagline.
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Times
Have
Changed:
By Binh Dang

In a changing mortgage market
here is what to look for when
evaluating a new LOS platform.

T

he mortgage marketplace is obviously vastly
different than we once knew it to be. There are a
myriad of challenges that lenders now face and
must effectively manage in order to flourish in a new world
order that has numerous constantly changing compliance
regulations, increased costs to originate loans, quality
control concerns, resource constraints, and the ability
to turn on a dime in a highly fluid market, among other
things.
Before the mortgage meltdown, lenders did not have to
contend with many of these issues. Loans were originated
and quickly sold on the secondary market. Concerns about
buybacks, compliance and investor overlays were minimal.
The role of technology has always been an important piece
of the lending process and the loan origination system
(LOS) was the straw that stirred the drink. But, the way
LOSes were used in the past was largely to get loans done as
quickly as possible for gain on profit. Paying hundreds of
thousands or even millions of dollars for an LOS platform
was all but an afterthought to the lucrative lending
business. The biggest problem lenders had back then were
prolonged implementations, which could become highly
disruptive to operations, thus hampering the ability to
originate and sell loans. These systems were not only hard
to implement but also expensive to maintain; however,
lenders were swimming in money and willing to dedicate
the financial and staffing resources to implement and
maintain that type of LOS platform.
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After the crash, however, lenders
shelved these expensive, high maintenance platforms and began to implement
low-cost, best-of-breed applications that
were lightly integrated with one another
as a means to use just enough technology to “get by.” Buying decisions were
often made quickly and without longterm planning. At a time when lenders
simply didn’t know if they could attain
warehouse lines or secure investors to
sell loans to, who could blame them for
thinking in the short term? But today the
mortgage marketplace has more stability than in prior years. There is now a
much greater degree of confidence that
lenders have in their ability to sustain
their businesses and remain competitive. Lenders have gotten past the fears
of closing their doors and are no longer
investing in technology based on shortterm motivations. They are instead making buying decisions based on where to
take the business in the long-term. They
have clear ideas and objectives to sustain and grow their business and LOS
technology is the vehicle to help get
them there.
Now, we’ve seen a rather swift shift
from the days when the low-cost bestof breed approach was deemed to be a
better alternative to that of the high-cost
end-to-end model. The industry has
since gravitated back to using an allin-one platform from a single vendor.
There are several reasons for this shift
in technology demand. First, constantly
changing compliance rules have lenders shying away from working with
multiple best-of-breed vendors with
multiple databases or carriers of sensitive information.
If you’re out of compliance, lenders
could face steep fines and if there’s a
CFPB audit, the burden of proof is on
the lender, in which case reporting becomes a critical issue and vendor finger
pointing will often arise. Lenders can’t
afford the serious risks associated with
working with multiple vendors to stay
in compliance. Too many hands in the
cookie jar is outright dangerous. Second, most best-of-breed integrations
aren’t tight enough to create a truly
seamless workflow. Lenders require
seamless workflows in order to be efficient in today’s market. You need
60
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loans to flow effortlessly through the
lifecycle without manual intervention,
the re-keying of data, or being forced to
jump to disparate applications and learn
different interfaces with multiple login
credentials. Third, your typical best-ofbreed vendor has to create and maintain
integrations with other vendors in an
effort to form an end-to-end solution.
That’s hard to keep up with, especially
when integration partners make updates to their software that can cause
other pieces of the flow to break. Some

SEAMLESS…SEAMLESS…
SEAMLESS…
Of course we’ve heard the term “Location…Location…Location” as it pertains to retail marketing. I cannot stress
enough how business-critical it is to
operate with a truly seamless workflow.
We all know that the word “seamless”
is an over-used term in mortgage technology, and it can be a rather nebulous
reference that pertains to many parts of
different types of mortgage technologies. As it relates to an LOS, the work-

Constantly changing compliance
rules have lenders shying away
from working with multiple
best-of-breed vendors with
multiple databases or carriers
of sensitive information.
vendors form many of these partnerships because they have to in order to
compete and stay afloat. Staying on top
of all of these integrations has proven
to be problematic and at times impossible. When an integration breaks or the
partnership changes, the lender is left
holding the bag.
In addition, there are some LOS
vendors that simply acquire other bestof-breed vendors to assemble an end-toend platform. With this approach you
still have roughly the same issues as you
do with best-of-breed integrations—
you’re using disparate applications that
are not native to the core system. So,
you have different databases and types
of technology. Piecing these together
to create a seamless workflow is not an
easy undertaking and can take years, if
ever to complete effectively
Given all the aforementioned, what
are some of the key things to consider
when looking for a new LOS in today’s
mortgage market?

flow should be so tight that intervention
by employees is few and far between.
The loan should flow effortlessly from
the point-of-sale to processing, underwriting, closing, funding and secondary marketing. Clunky, best-of-breed
integrations cannot achieve a seamless
workflow nor can a vendor that buys
other technologies to fill gaps that they
have in their solution. A truly seamless
workflow will reduce cost per loan and
increase operational productivity.
SINGLE-SOURCE SOLUTION —
BUILT BY A SINGLE VENDOR
An end-to-end platform that is engineered by one vendor will have a single
database to house, draw upon, and
change information. Multiple databases
that arise from using multiple applications are a recipe for data disaster. A
single-source LOS solution will eliminate manual touch points and reduce
the redundancy of re-keying data. This
reduces errors, costs, and delivers operational visibility.

Experience the difference...
Our dedicated people are here for you,
every step of the way.

NMLS# 282701

(734) 432-0212

www.mycvf.org

Federally Insured by NCUA

JETTISON UNNECESSARY
APPLICATIONS
The implementation of an all-in-one
LOS platform also enables lenders to
significantly reduce their total cost of
ownership (TCO). Why pay for additional solutions such as a point-of-sale
application for LOs to take a simple
1003 and manage their pipelines, decisioning capabilities such as a product and pricing engine (PPE), eDocs,
secondary marketing, etc. There are
many applications that can instantly be
eliminated by implementing an end-toend LOS.

We all know
that the word
“seamless” is an
over-used term
in mortgage
technology,
and it can be a
rather nebulous
reference.
CONFIGURABILITY &
RESPONSIBILITY
The LOS should not be customizable in terms of one-off development
efforts, which will cost you handsomely in professional services work.
This really adds up in the long run.
Instead, it should be customizable
by way of configuration. The vendor
should configure for you; they should
handle the bulk of the implementation.
If the vendor places the onus of configuration and implementation on you,
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that’s a major red flag to steer clear of.
It shouldn’t be your job.
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
Who maintains the system? You, or
the vendor? Getting back to the topic of
TCO, if the system has to be installed
on a lender’s servers, then you’ll need
the appropriate resources to manage it.
Resources cost money, thus of course
increasing your TCO. The platform
should by and large be managed by
the vendor. The data should reside in
the cloud in a secure SAS 70 II data
center, not within your own four walls.
Lenders should focus on lending, not
software maintenance.
COMPLIANCE

and remain competitive. They began
to add features that many lenders got
caught up in, and as a result, made buying decisions based off nice-to-have
features. Unfortunately, many of those
features at first glance resulted in a
buying decision, only to find out later
that they weren’t necessary and different functional areas of the lending factory could care less about them. Avoid
being enamored with features designed
to disguise cold product. Don’t make
buying decisions based on features;
buy the steak, not the sizzle.
CUSTOMER SUPPORT
It should be an immediate deal
breaker if the vendor is lacking in sup-

About the Author

Binh Dang is currently the President and Founder of
LendingQB, which provides a browser-based end-toend LOS platform. The solution was officially launched
in 2011 and has gained rapid adoption among lenders of
all types. Prior to LendingQB, he founded PriceMyLoan,
a widely used best-of-breed pricing engine and AUS.

As we know, compliance is atop
every lender’s list. The potential for a
CFPB audit, the violation of state and
federal-based rules, and the prospect
of steep fines can turn an organization
upside down. There isn’t an LOS vendor out there that specializes in compliance and has an extensive team of legal
resources to stay on top of complex,
ever-changing regulations. As a result,
LOS vendors must partner with leading
compliance vendors and integrate with
them. Make sure the integrations are
tight, tested, tried and true. Talk to the
LOS vendor’s partners. Is the integration real and working or planned an in
the process? By doing this, you will be
able to break them down and flush out
untruths.
FEATURE WARS
Avoid getting caught up in vendor
“feature wars.” In the last few years,
mortgage technology vendors became
ultra-competitive operating in a highly
profit-pinched marketplace. In fact,
desperation drove some of them to do
or say virtually anything to close a deal

port. Every LOS vendor purports to
shine in the area of customer support.
Don’t take them at their word but ask
for references to see how responsive
they really are. The best references are
not those provided by the vendors but
those you’ve sourced yourself.
LONG-TERM PARTNERSHIP
Look for a vendor who has a longterm vision with regards to where they
want to take their platform. While it’s
great to work with a supportive vendor,
it’s even better to work with one who
is constantly innovating and bringing
new ideas to the market to help lenders
be more compliant and efficient.
Times have changed in the mortgage
landscape. Lenders now have a serious
need and a timely opportunity to think
long-term. While LOS technology is
now more important than in previous
years, lenders need to remember that, at
their core, they are a lending organization and not a technology organization.
They need to find technology partners
who are superior at what they do, and
that requires proper due diligence. 
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SECONDARY MARKET

REFORM
Many plans from within
the industry and outside
the industry have emerged
on how to re-make the
secondary market. Here’s the
real way to get this job done:

c
By Barbara Perino and Rebec
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ne of the most frequently discussed topics in the industry today surrounds
GSE reform. While there seems to be several different points of view on
how this can be accomplished, the prevalent view is to shut them down and
replace them with something that brings more private capital into the market. Other
ideas also see replacing them with a guarantee that includes some type of government
back stop. These discussions, rather general in concept but vague in detail, have
recently become even cloudier with the record GSE profits announced during the
first part of the year. This return to profitability appears to support those who want to
leave them in place. The opponents of retaining these entities argue that these profits
are not sustainable without government execution advantages, increases in guarantee
fees and the ability to shift traditional performance problems back to lenders through
repurchases.
Despite the effort to retain these GSEs, actions taken by both Congress and the
Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) clearly point in the direction of the elimination of these agencies as they exist today. Earlier this year the FHFA announced
that it was developing a common platform for securitizing agency loans, which would
reduce Fannie and Freddie to an entity whose sole purpose is to securitize loans.
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Functions for such a platform, in addition to issuing securities, would be
similar to others who securitize and
include performing master servicer
functions. One of the issues that still
appears to be questionable would be
how smaller lenders, who currently
do not have direct access to the GSEs,
would be able to utilize this platform to
even their playing field with the large
aggregators. As for the government
responsibility, the only risk this entity
will retain is that of “operational risks.”
Congress is also getting into the
act. Recent legislation was introduced
into both the House and Senate regarding proposals for Fannie and Freddie.
Senators Bob Corker (Tennessee) and
Mark Warner (Virginia) jointly introduced a bi-partisan bill that would basically dissolve these agencies within 5
years and transfer their duties and functions to a “different, modernized and
streamlined agency.” While touting the
potential savings to taxpayers, it would
also require market participants to absorb 10 percent of the first loss. This
bill also calls for a new federal agency
called the Federal Mortgage Insurance
Corporation (FMIC), which would
provide explicit government reinsurance for conforming loans.
The Chairman of the House Financial Services Committee, Rep. Jeb
Hensarling (Texas) has also succeeded
in getting a plan for dealing with Fannie and Freddie through his committee.
This plan also calls for the elimination
of these entities over a five-year plan,

five-point plan for “Paving the Road
for Housing Finance Reform—NOW”
which, while supporting the idea of a
central securitization platform, also
provides in more specific detail the
steps necessary to make the move
successful in the eyes of the mortgage

an operational error and these errors,
or defects as many like to call them, are
the real culprits in quantifying the risk
of loans. For years we have been calculating risk-based pricing on elements
such as LTV and DTI believing they
were calculated correctly. Yet based

Credit standards are simply
arbitrary limits and requirements
based on the borrower’s
willingness and ability to repay.
lending industry. One specific issue
entitled “Keys to Expanding Credit
Access” argues the need to have credit
boundaries that clearly demonstrate
a link to the likelihood of default. In
other words, what is the “defect” at
issue and how did it cause the loan to
default. While not explicitly expressed
in the proposal, it incorporates the
requirements that a “causal link” be
established when requesting a repurchase, and if not, then the loan should
not have to be repurchased. The concept is not without possible consideration, but is just focused on the wrong
part of the origination process. Credit
standards are lender requirements
based on the borrower’s willingness
and ability to repay; the value of the
collateral; and other parameters that

on the thousands of loans reviewed as
a result of the mortgage meltdown, a
significant percentage of these calculations were inaccurate either because
the value was unsupported or the
income and/or debts were calculated
incorrectly.
The question then becomes how do
we identify these operational mistakes
and develop a proven relationship between them and performance. Fortunately the answer is much closer than
most would expect. It’s just that the
MBA and everyone else in the industry
trying to answer this question are looking in the wrong direction.
The answer lies in Quality Control.
Today the industry quality control
requirements are dictated by Fannie
Mae, Freddie Mac and FHA and as

Quality control is NOT a review of individual
products, but rather uses individual products to test
for operational effectiveness.
but could possibly extent it to seven
years. The focus of this bill is to totally
eliminate government sponsored housing agencies and privatize the mortgage
market and shift the current affordable
housing and first time homebuyer programs to the FHA.
The MBA has also announced a
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fit the purchaser’s risk appetite. Investors realize that there will most likely
be some loans that don’t perform, but
make the purchase decision based on
the control of that risk imposed by the
credit standards the lender discloses. If
these are not followed, the risk level increases above what is expected. This is

every lender fears, if their QC program
does not meet with these requirements,
issues and requirements for continuing
business occur. Unfortunately these requirements are antiquated, labor intensive and provide lenders with nothing
but a large monthly bill. Instead, the
mortgage industry’s QC program must

be modernized to reflect what every
other industry already knows; Quality Control is not solely a review of
individual products, but instead uses
individual products to test for operational effectiveness.
So what really needs to change in
the Quality Control function if transparency in loan performance failures
is to be accomplished? There are several key things that have to change:
1. The agencies/or securitization
provider need to stop dictating an
individual lender’s QC process.
2. The reviews should be conducted
in real time. Conducting an “audit” 90 days after the loan closed
is useless and a waste of money.
3. Analyzing a sample of loans is
a proven method for determining how frequently operational
errors occur and how severe the
operational problem may be.
“Statistical” sampling within
defined parameters is absolutely
the way any analysis of this
type should be done. Yet today’s
programs place arbitrary limits
on when this type of sampling
can take place, thereby preventing the lenders with the greatest
need, the opportunity to improve
their processes. Ideally, technology will soon be available to analyze the operational functions as
they occur, which would result in
100 percent of loans being tested
with virtually no cost.
4. Automated reviews should be
completed throughout the process and should identify the
“variances,” not defects, for the
loan at that particular point in the
process flow. Then staff would
have a chance to correct these
issues or make an informed decision as to whether to accept that
specific operational risk.
5. The variances that can occur
during the origination process
should be analyzed and correlated to loan performance, keeping in mind that these are correlations, not “cause-and-effect”
relationships. The risk correlated
with specific issues as well as a
combination of issues should be
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quantified and incorporated into
a scoring model. Then as the
loan is tested throughout the process the score will be available
to aid in the decision to accept
the risk or not. Once the loan is
completed, either having closed
or been denied, a final QC test
can be run which will provide the
final score. This score can then
become a data field used to price
the loan. Fewer variations and
transparent risks would translate
into better pricing for loans that
are produced with higher quality.
6. The “re-verification” process
must be revised to be focused
on loans where the information
utilized in the approval process
is questionable. The current
manual, paper-intensive process
drives up the cost of QC and is
only effective for loans where
the origination data should have
been validated in the first place.
Instead, data re-verification
should be done during the origination process and incorporated
into the QC findings that are
scored on demand.
There are concerns about this proposal that have been repeated over
and over again. First is that without

“requiring” QC, lenders would not
perform the function. That is understandable if there is no monetary value
in it. If on the other hand, lenders with
higher quality scores were paid more
for their loans and were free from repurchase risk except in extraordinary
circumstances, it is impossible to envision someone not doing it.
The second concern is that it would
take too long to put in place. Fortunately the majority of the work has
been done. There is a scoring model
that can be put in place with current
updates. This model has been developed through a significant effort of
data collection and analysis by independent statisticians and has been
back-tested by a well-respected university forum.
Finally, would the secondary market
accept this type of scoring program?
Since today there is nothing except
expensive due diligence processes to
identify these operational issues, this
approach would provide far more accurate information in a quicker and
more valid format. Of course, the
industry would have to support it as
well, but for lenders who are confident
in their operational processes and the
quality of their loans, it should be a
welcome opportunity. 
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As The Mortgage Industry Evolves
How Will You Manage Change?

Where
are you
now?

Where
would you
like to be?

Is it
possible to
get there?

How do you
achieve this?

Is the plan
working?

Make
necessary
changes

Whether you are looking to update, optimize or replace a legacy loan
origination system Automated Solutions Inc. can help you bridge the
gap between where you are today and where you want to be.
For the past 10 years ASI has been recognized by the Mortgage Banking community as a reliable source for
technology change Management by virtue of experience, training, education, professionalism and strong “client
focused” project management skills. ASI can help you develop and deliver a business It plan that will streamline
your business by identifying and removing technology defects in the loan process which expose compliance
risks or lead to long turn times and manual work arounds. ASI’s mortgage industry knowledge combined with a
deep understanding of mortgage technology ensures efficiency in achieving change within your organization.

Automated Solutions Inc.
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contact claire hernandez, ItBMc - Mortgage technology Project Manager at:
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Executive Roundtable

the request of the PROGRESS in Lending Lender
Advisory Board, we launched the Lender’s
Digital Marketplace one year ago. This oﬀering
is an online portal for lenders to search for qualiﬁed
technology vendors to solve their problems without
getting a bunch of junk back after doing a blind Internet
search. It’s the ﬁrst online solution selection engine for
the lending industry. And boy do lenders have problems to
solve these days. With the new QM rules going into eﬀect
in January and rising interest rates alone, the industry
is in a state of ﬂux. So, we gathered seven top lending
technology experts that were early in making their
services available on the Lender’s Digital Marketplace,
to share their expertise here with you. Professionals
from a la mode, inc., Data-Vision, eSignSystems, Fiserv,
Mortgage Builder, NexLevel Advisors, and QuestSoft
gathered to talk candidly about what lenders need to
do in order to thrive these days. Here is their advice:
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Q: With rates rising and overall originations declining, how do lenders drive
new business in this market?
RANDY SCHMIDT: You are correct in
your statement that lenders are going
to have to drive new business in this
market. Refinances are waning and it’s
been over 10 years since we have been
in a purchase environment. But a lot of
things have changed in those 10 years.
The explosive growth of the Internet,
smartphones, tablets and social media
has changed the way that originators
need to generate business. In the past,
you just needed a network of referral
partners such as attorneys and Realtors.
Today you still need that network, but
you must also have an effective online
strategy. In order to be successful you
need to be where the borrowers are,
and today that means online.
JENNIFER MILLER: Lenders that made it
through 2008 are not naïve to market
changes and have probably anticipated
the increase in rates. A proactive business plan that effectively manages reputational and compliance risks, builds
new business and streamlines operations to reduce operating expenses will
set lenders up for success in any challenging market. Fewer originations
doesn’t necessarily mean no growth,
since a lender can grow their market
share even while overall originations
decrease. But the key is to effectively
manage your compliance and your
public reputation.
LEONARD RYAN: I believe that this was a

much easier question to answer in prior
cycles. Nowadays, there are so many
compliance rules and a new agency
with massive regulatory power that is
changing the dynamics in the middle
of a market shift. While the CFPB says
they just want lenders to make loans
that benefit the consumer, in reality I
don’t think many of our 1,700 lender
customers believe, as lenders, that they
can be creative since the rules of how to
be a good lender are still being tweaked.
However, for those companies that can
hold on past January 10, 2014, I do
believe there is a tremendous pent-up
demand of first-time homebuyers that
will eventually oil the entire purchase
machine. I am very optimistic for 2014,
but I worry for lenders until the new
rules are stabilized.
KELLI HIMEBAUGH: Lenders need to
employ tools instead of just doing rate
comparisons to drive new business
in this market. With rental costs rising quickly due to increased demand
and reduced supply, especially in the
single-family home market, buying is
attractive to many. One key area for
lenders to pay close attention to is lead
management and CRM. Lenders should
use the excellent tools available now to
present attractive scenarios to qualified
buyers. At the same time, for borrowers
that are marginal within today’s tight
qualifying parameters, some of these
tools can help prospective borrowers
manage their debt pictures to improve
credit scores in order to qualify. Further,
finding the right programs using front
end tools can move them into programs

What will determine the long-term industry winners?
I believe the long-term winners will be those companies that go the extra mile to take
these very complicated rules and make their solutions simple. It is very time consuming to
make software simple and many vendors stop short.

Leonard Ryan, QuestSoft

Nothing is more important than creating a positive impression on users, in our opinion. When you
create “raving fans,” the word gets around, particularly among relatively close business communities.

Kelli Himebaugh, Mortgage Builder
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that require lower down payments or
that are more flexible with ratios, like
many FHA programs. The borrowers
are out there and eager to become owners, but they need assistance in educating themselves from originators whose
efforts are augmented by good technology tools, many of which can be found
right in the LOS.
MICHAEL HAMMOND: Lenders must
focus on ways to engage prospective
borrowers. It starts with being able
to differentiate themselves and their
products from the competition. Lenders need to engage their prospects,
which means they need to be where
their prospects are (i.e. online, social
networks, etc). It also requires lenders
to make the shift from a refi market to
a purchase market. That requires them
to enhance their referral partners with
individuals such as real estate agents,
attorneys, etc. Centralized marketing automation can play a key role in
consistently and compliantly reaching
referrals partners.
KELLY PURCELL: No. 1, having a solid
online presence will be instrumental in
driving new business. All the numbers
continue to support the fact that a growing number of consumers are searching
and applying for a mortgage online.
Any lender that has a national presence
also has the ability to focus geographically on where home building is on the
rise, giving those lenders the ability to
amp up their originating efforts in those
areas. We’re also seeing the comeback
of the ARM. There are some creative

products coming back that will help
lenders drive new business, as well.
And of course, operational efficiency is
critical. Every lender is trying to better
manage the cost per loan by improving
their workflows through automation.
And if they’re not, they should be.
TERRI GILLESPIE: Over the last several
years, we have all seen peaks and valleys in mortgage lending. The product
mix has changed drastically, and roller
coaster changes in both refinances and
purchase loans have caused volatility

more quickly. In addition, when lenders gain efficiency in day-to-day operations, they can leverage their staff more
effectively towards new business marketing and overall customer service.
Q: With the inﬂux of new rules and
regulation, how do lenders stay up to
date and drive compliance?
RANDY SCHMIDT: Automation. With all
of the new rules and regulations, lenders have to rely on automating their
compliance areas. There are a number

flow with PRE-FUNDING compliance
to catch outliers and errors before the
loan is funded.
Lenders simply don’t have the
bandwidth anymore to educate themselves on every rule and implement
new processes for the most up-to-date
regulations. Businesses that can automatically scan and handle compliance
checks will ultimately enable their
staffs with more time to spend working
on the few loans that get flagged for
further review. Instead of hiring more
compliance officers, lenders should

How can offering a better user experience lead to increased revenue?

User experience is a critical differentiator. Innovative features can easily be copied by other technology
providers, but overall user experience and the impression your technology gives to your customer is
unique to your company.

Jennifer Miller, a la mode, inc.
User experience should be a primary concern of every lender. A borrower’s positive or
negative experience with you will carry forward and inﬂuence the decisions of others
more than ever before.

Randy Schmidt, Data-Vision

in technology offerings and staff resources, for sure. Some of our newest
lending clients are seeing the benefit
in scaling their LOS investment and
resources. Especially in the shrinking
market, consolidating loan production
and management across origination
channels and departments provides a
clearer picture of your financial position and customer opportunity. Many
lenders are leaning more heavily on the
workflow in their technology applications to help gain efficiencies. Finding
ways to streamline application and
underwriting, meet borrower expectations and simplify document exchange
and compliance requirements allows
for quicker turn-around time, which
means they can originate more loans

of valuable products on the market that
allow a lender to validate their data and
make sure that everything is in compliance. But in order for this to work, all
of the data needs to be in electronic
form. Starting with electronic data at
the point of origination makes these
products much more effective.
LEONARD RYAN: Most lenders have expanded their compliance departments
threefold or more in the past two years.
Penalties for non-compliance are so severe today. The emphasis of the CFPB
is that not one consumer should be mistreated and, if done, the company takes
financial responsibility to set it right no
matter the cost. So there is only one solution: Automate the compliance work-

hire compliance software companies
and hold them to the high standards
that they do for their compliance team.
TERRI GILLESPIE: Lenders have the
ultimate responsibility for regulatory
compliance. As new regulations and
rules have been launched, the scope,
complexity, and operational impact for
both originating and servicing loans
have exponentially grown. This new
lending environment has spawned everything from the creation of the Chief
Risk Officer and similar positions, to
compliance committees and expanded
internal loan review groups.
Within the fabric of lending compliance, both credit grantors and servicers
have relied heavily on technology
Tomorrow’s Mortgage Executive
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solutions to reduce the operational burden. Origination solutions that contain
accurate calculations, warranted statespecific documents, approved disclosures, and workflow enforcement assure
that lenders will achieve compliance
effectively in those areas. Servicing
technology that offers a wide range of
confidential data management, client
notifications & disclosures, rules-based
workflow, and accurate accounting all
contribute to regulatory compliance as
well. Finally, being in touch with the
growing community of third-party regulatory resources that offer continuous
information, interpretation, and clarification of new rules and regulations
should be an integral part of a lender’s
compliance and overall data governance
initiatives.

explain everything well. The LOS will
help move this process along through
its workflow and file structure. There is
expected to be little if any tolerance for
differences between GFEs and closing
statements, for example, and precision
is therefore critical. Lenders, LOS
providers and Title/Escrow companies
must step up to prevent costly mistakes
and penalties. CFPB and local authorities will be watching closely as QM is
implemented and they’ll be listening
well to consumer complaints of process
disparities. Lenders need to access their
available resources, notably their vendors, to stay current and compliant.
MICHAEL HAMMOND: In today’s market,
it is an extremely daunting task for lenders to individually keep up with the constantly changing rules and regulations.

will provide the lender with in-depth information that will allow them to make
informed decisions, and stay ahead of
the competition.
JENNIFER MILLER: Change is the only
constant, so lenders who build systems
and processes, which allow them to
quickly respond to regulations and market challenges are going to be very successful. Instead of chasing compliance
with the latest regulation in a string of
hundreds, make sure your infrastructure
is flexible, agile, and built on modern
technology. If it is, you will be armed
to effectively manage frequent changes
by simply adjusting software settings
rather than retraining staff. If agility and
flexibility is your competitive strength,
change is actually welcome since you’ll
outshine competitors every time.

How can lenders differentiate these days?

You are going to see the position of Chief User Experience officer arise. You have to keep your eye on
the user experience. If lenders are going to stay competitive, they have to be laser focused on user
experience.
Kelly Purcell, eSignSystems

Reducing the time and enhancing the experience for the customer can differentiate one lender over another.
Keeping pace with those expectations has required fundamental change in the way lenders do business.
Terri Gillespie, Fiserv

Thought has to be given to your client’s overall experience, from beginning to end. How users interact
with your product or service vary and therefore, the user experience needs to be dynamic and flexible.
Michael Hammond, NexLevel Advisors

KELLI HIMEBAUGH: There is understandable confusion over QM rules, with
many specifics still being clarified for
January implementation. When decisions are made and inclusions become
clearer, loan officers and others in
lenders’ shops will need to be able to
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Therefore, to ease the burden, lenders
need to partner strategically with compliance experts that have the time, skill,
and resources to constantly monitor the
market for changes, and more importantly provide key insights into what the
ramifications of these changes are. This

KELLY PURCELL: Lenders don’t drive
compliance, they have to adhere to
compliance. Lenders need a good compliance partner. If you have the resources to handle compliance in-house that’s
fine, but a lot of companies just don’t
have that expertise in- house. For every-
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one else, choosing the right compliance
partner will be critical. When looking
for a compliance partner, I advise lenders to look at those companies where
compliance is a core competency. Also,
lenders need to look at how successful
their compliance partner has been in
marrying compliance with the latest
technology. Ask that partner: How
automated and auditable is the compliance piece that you’re providing?
Q: With the cost to originate a loan on
the rise, how do lenders drive efficiency
to remain competitive?
KELLI HIMEBAUGH: The best way is
to reduce costs for things that lenders
can control, which typically includes
items done within their own shops.
Automation can drive efficiency, but
it needs user cooperation to operate at
its best. For example, the LOS system
may have a great paperless document
management engine available, but are
people still printing out documents so
they can touch and feel them rather
than viewing them onscreen because
they’re not accustomed to doing so?
This happens more often than many
might realize, and represents a cost that
directly affects the bottom line. Another is in leveraging Web portals and
mobile devices that can reduce costs
associated with borrower questions
that impact loan officer and processor
time. For lenders that service loans,
there are dozens of places where inefficiencies lurk, such as in compliance
tracking and audit fulfillment, all the
way through to mail house services.
Having the right technology partner
can help streamline workflow and increase efficiency.
TERRI GILLESPIE: Executives at lending
organizations need to realize that lagging technology causes organizational
inefficiencies and higher operational
costs. For instance, IT budgets can
quickly be eaten up on maintenance
and compliance initiatives, with little
left over for new services or capabilities. Supporting and trying to integrate
multiple origination software applications creates redundancies in both
processes and in staffing. Lenders
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can’t afford to have such a fragmented
business model. It’s just not sustainable, especially when margins are so
thin to begin with. If an organization
is using different software systems
to originate mortgages and consumer
loans, for instance, those systems may
follow entirely different processes and
procedures or trigger inconsistent decisioning. These inefficiencies alone can
lengthen the loan origination process
as well as severely limit collaboration
on an enterprise scale. In an environment where customers expect “right
now” loan options, approvals and
documentation, lenders are behind the
eight ball if they aren’t responsive.
Paper-free lending solutions also add
convenience, efficiency, and security
to business processes. Electronic document exchange and e-delivery with
e-signature capabilities greatly streamline the document management processes associated with disclosures and
closings. The more those steps can be
integrated within the LOS, the easier it
is to meet compliance requirements.
RANDY SCHMIDT: Part of having an effective online strategy is not only to
reach out to borrowers online, but to
give them the tools they need to make
an effective buying decision. By allowing the borrowers to do some of
their own research, fill out their own
prequalification and application, check
the status of their loan, review their
loan documents online and otherwise
communicate with their loan officer
directly from their smartphones, lenders are seeing dramatic increases in
efficiency. With the help of an online
channel, originators are easily able to
handle higher volumes.
JENNIFER MILLER: Efficiency in the
loan cycle must be driven by the executive management team down the
hierarchy, but there are so many places
in the cycle where we can reduce costs
and lower risk. Appraisal operations
and appraisal QC is just one example
where we’ve seen lenders dramatically
reduce costs while also increasing quality. Executive management have many
opportunities throughout the loan cycle
to do this, with the end result being

higher profits and higher quality.
KELLY PURCELL: First off, the lender
must have an elegant user experience,
starting from the very first communication with that borrower. If a lender is
still using paper upfront, they really
need to move into the here and now.
There are a lot of proven applications
and platforms that can help lenders
go paperless in part even if you are
not doing a complete paperless mortgage. It really goes back to improving
the internal process from when that
borrower is still a lead, all the way
through to servicing. Creative marketing through social media can also drive
efficiency. Interacting on social media
is both inexpensive and you are getting
direct feedback on your overall business, which is something that every
business needs to progress. If you think
about it, the borrower will provide
instant feedback on their experience
with your company, which will enable
you to make necessary changes. Those
changes will surely help you remain
competitive and efficient, as well.
LEONARD RYAN: Again, there is only
one answer: automation. Lenders can
increase efficiency, guarantee compliance and streamline business processes
by automating as much of the origination process as possible. There are
good systems that scour all loan files
in under one minute. More importantly,
lenders must drive ways to have automation run multiple functions simultaneously, removing bottlenecks from
the origination and closing process.
MICHAEL HAMMOND: Technology and
automation can be a great enabler for
driving efficiency within the organization. The key is not just implementing
technology for technology’s sake, but
to strategically take the time to understand current processes and looking for
ways to gain process improvements.
That requires getting input from front
line individuals, and also challenging the status quo (i.e. doing things
because that’s how we always have).
People need to be empowered to question: Is there a better and more efficient
way? 
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Can You Prove

YOUR DATA
INTEGRITY?
By Lloyd Booth and Andy Young

Everyone wants to be risk
averse and ensure the
integrity of their data, but
few know how to actually do it.

L

ast month we explored the importance of data integrity and what it
means for mortgage lending. We reviewed the expectations for data integrity
and the inherent evolution of data in the
mortgage lending environment. A variety
of recommendations were made for what
to look for in assessing data integrity for
the organization.
This month we complete the discussion
by exploring how data equivalence can be
lost and what to look for in assessing this
aspect of data integrity.
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Data EquivalEncE
We’ve all heard of the “Telephone
Game” where a message is passed from
person to person and everyone gets
a laugh at the end when we hear how
different the first and last versions are.
When two systems share information,
there is an implied contract that there is

All participants
in the mortgage
process must
be reviewed,
including
vendors,
and internal
departments or
sub-systems.
common meaning for the data elements
and the acceptable values. This contract
is not always clear or adhered to. For
example, one system stores the loan
type as a character value of “F”, “V”,
or “C” and another system stores a numeric value 1, 2, 3. While the individual
companies agree to share “loan type”,
the systems don’t agree on the valid
values for the field. As data is converted
between lending participants there are
multiple points where discrepancies in
the data equivalence of the “same” data
elements can be introduced.
Stable interface technologies can
develop data equivalence problems as
each system evolves. Acceptable values
for fields change when one party needs
an additional value and the other does
not. Data Equivalence may seem similar to Data Evolution. The distinction
is that data evolution expects data to
evolve and tracks that fact. Data equivalence is lost when the two systems don’t
agree on each other’s comparable data.
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When we examine the data equivalence
issues more closely, two primary factors
create the opportunity to impact data:
Data translations occur when data
elements are converted between systems. A simple lending interaction may
involve multiple data translations from
the lender’s system to the vendor’s and
back again. MISMO is a worthy ideal,
but all lending participants have internal data beyond the various MISMO
schemas. The subtle differences in data
values on the extreme edge or unusual
data values or combinations can damage data equivalence between participants. Testing of all data permutations
is practically impossible and there are
real differences in the meanings of data
elements based on perspective.
Systems share information that act as
identifiers to drive additional loan data.
A good example of this is the loan program identifier. Many systems use this
key to drive the completion of any number of additional fields. These might
include loan type, loan term, and so
forth. Each party sharing this field must
be aware of the impact of that field on
the completion of other data within their
respective systems. When the additional
data is in turn shared with other parties
there is the potential for compromised
data quality. This issue can cause seemingly unrelated fields to have different
values that can be difficult and costly to
track down and resolve.
Data Divergence occurs when data
in a lending participant’s system is
independently modified without the
knowledge of the other participants. A
lender may modify a critical data element after the loan is underwritten by an
investor or a closing agent can change
HUD1 data. The various departments or
systems within a lender may also have
independent data stores. Data changes
can be subtle, but still have consequences. Decisions that are made early on in
the production process are not always
the same when they are made later in
the process. Data discrepancies may be
anticipated or allowed in one process
and rejected in a later process. Data
synchronization is difficult to achieve
and prove in the diverse lending world.
Data divergence creates data entropy
between the lending participants that

can steadily increase until a painful
level of chaos is reached.
What can WE Do?
Lenders must be much more particular regarding the data imported back
into their systems. All participants in
the mortgage process must be reviewed,
including vendors, and internal departments or sub-systems. If the data is being generated or modified by the other
participants, ask: Was the data modified
by a single party or multiple parties?
If multiple, can the controlling party
provide clarity on each subsequent system’s equivalence standards?
There is often a lack of control/
monitoring/feedback in the data loop
between independent data stores. For
the data integrity assessment, we need
to map the flow of data and anticipate
where translation and divergence errors
can be generated. Lenders cannot assume that each vendor has thought the
issue through and made all of the same
interpretations. A better understanding of possible points of failure can
improve the design, construction, validation and testing of the planned data
flows. Potential data risks should be
ranked for probability and impact with
appropriate monitoring, mitigation, and
contingency plans created.
The lender should verify how data divergence is reconciled and the scope of
audit information available as backup.
It is difficult for an external auditor to
determine if a calculated ratio is accurate if she cannot view the data elements
that were considered in calculating that
ratio. As interim file audits are conducted it becomes more important for these
systems to retain not only the results of
each audit, but input and output values
of the data that were audited.
ProcEss influEncEs
The lending process is the lender’s
interpretation of regulatory, investor,
and corporate requirements for lending
activities. The workflow is the lender’s
implementation of the lending process.
The workflow is made up of technology
solutions, manual practices, and written
materials. Influences over the process
and resulting workflow can compromise
data integrity in specific ways:
Process Exceptions - The lending
process is intended to provide guidance
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for 100% of the requirements mandated
by the type of production the lender has
chosen. Often, the workflow addresses
the middle 80% and can be ineffectual
on the remaining “fringe” scenarios.
For instance, a change by a closing
agent can force the need
to re-evaluate a loan at the
last moment before closing.
Vulnerabilities are created by
dependencies on the precise
sequence of the loan process.
Independent external (and
internal) participants may
not respond as scheduled
or change their response as
data evolves. Loans may be
reworked against different
loan products. Exceptions can
expose the lender to a number
of concerns:
• Additional processing expense and
risks for loan financing, legal consequences and reputation.
• Cost of staff time and fees with service suppliers.
• Reduced loan yield from sale or
even rendering the loan unsellable.
• Exposure to regulatory or investor
legal actions.
• Damage to the lender’s efficiency
reputation with transaction partners.
Outmoded Procedures –Procedures are developed in response to the

evolution of the lending process. Once
these procedures are put in place, they
are rarely reviewed and assumed to be
correct until a specific lending scenario
supersedes them. Staff turnover and
internal training standards lead to an

fications carried out manually by the
lender’s personnel or personnel of other
lending participants create the biggest
opportunity to diminish data quality.
These interventions are often carried
out in the heat of production with little
or no measures to assure integrity. Who hasn’t heard about
a loan closer in a last minute
conversation with the title
company closer to agree on
fee changes that will allow the
HUD1 to balance? Workflow
implementations must balance
comprehensive control with
the difficulty of explicitly anticipating every process variation. When carefully monitored, a process alternative of
“Other” can often be provided
to handle the unanticipated.
Inflexible controls can sometimes force
users into data integrity paradoxes (user
enters fake social security number since
workflow rules “require” a properly
formatted social security number before
it is actually known.) Manual processes
can be the result of imposing some level
of compliance on a new loan program or
requirement that is not yet built into the
systems. It is much faster for a human
to adopt a new procedure than programming the change into the participating
systems.

Just because the problem
is universal doesn’t mean
the solutions will be.
Data integrity means
different things to
different organizations.
environment where misinterpretations
emerge and frequently no one fully understands the purpose for long standing
procedures. Without understanding how
these procedures impact the data, both
inside the lender and outside, these procedures expose the potential for compromised data integrity. Additionally,
each lending participant can independently schedule changes in their procedures, which can make the lender’s
procedures outmoded or incompatible.
Manual Interventions – Data modi-
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What can WE Do?
A process map showing data and
workflows can help in the assessment
of the process steps where data integrity issues can be introduced. A lender’s
process needs to consider possible data
entry, manipulation or interpretation errors whether intentional or accidental.
The process map provides the framework for identifying data integrity risks
and creating monitoring, mitigation, and
contingency plans for these risks. In particular, attention needs to be explicitly
paid to process re-do’s where a loan does
not follow a straight path. The process
map must address the inevitable data integrity challenges in situations like a last
minute change in loan product.
A completely mapped and managed
process free of exceptions is not realistic, but exceptions can be provided
for and actively monitored. Exceptions
need to be managed and not left to
“workarounds”. Workarounds tend to
be poorly understood and weakly documented. Data integrity is coupled with
how well we systematically manage
exceptions. Exceptions need to be routinely recorded and signed off for each
loan. Data implications of exceptions
need to be mapped and tracked.
conclusions
So what is the take away from this
analysis of how to assess data integrity?

The answer may depend upon your
perspective. If you lean towards business operations you may come away
with the feeling that more rigor around
process and procedure must be created.
If you have a technology slant you may
think the answer lies in improving the
architecture and interaction of our systems. Achieving data integrity is not a
matter of a single step or decision; it is
coordinating many small steps carried
out over time. The changes are a part of
an on-going process to continually improve data integrity that will occur both
inside the lender’s organization and inside their trading partners systems and
organizations.
Just because the problem is universal
doesn’t mean the solutions will be. Data
integrity means different things to different organizations. Each organization
needs to determine what is important,
what is achievable and what is acceptable. Data integrity is much like
choosing a system; the right choice is
a combination of benefits and tolerable
compromises.
There is no defined “end” in the
search for data integrity. Because our
industry is constantly evolving, the
systems and procedures are constantly
evolving. What is critical today may not
have meaning in six months. The inevitability of change should not prevent us

from proceeding. Change requires us to
develop ongoing diligence in reviewing processes and procedures and how
they impact data integrity. It also means
we need to understand our business,
our culture and our technologies well
enough to identify the solutions that offer the greatest rewards at each point in
time.
As lenders it is important to realize
that while everyone in our industry contributes to potential data integrity issues,
it is the lender who must be the catalyst
for resolving them. All participants in
the lending process must be selected, reviewed and monitored by the lender for
data integrity practices that mesh with
the lender’s approach. A higher priority
needs to be placed on the core database
of record to truly perform this function.
Database architecture for the loan origination systems must evolve to address
the lender’s need for data integrity.
The first step is admitting that we
have a problem. The second step is to
begin the assessment process. It doesn’t
matter how and it doesn’t matter how
small the initial assessment step. It may
be as simple as a review of a particular
vendor, or as sweeping as a program
to shift the culture of an organization.
Data integrity will never be achieved by
taking a single step, but it will not be
solved without taking the first step. 
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